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FDEA Will Hear
Murray'Teachers

••
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A number of. the extremely dangerous Black Widow spiders have
been discovered in Calloway county within the past week or so. The
Black Widow is one of the most
poisonous insects known and its
bite brings death in just a few
minutes.
A number of them are on display
at the Murray' post office. The
black widow is chiefly distinguishable by a red spot on its back, the
remainder being ebony black.
Master Jean Ryan, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Ryan, has captured a
large collection of them and has
been lecturing on the insect at the
Murray Training School.

COUNTY AGENT CHECKS 194
FARMS TO GET AN AVERAGE

Y. B. M. C. NAMES
"TY" HOLLAND AS
NEXT PRESIDENT

63c
25C
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Volume GIV; No.40

ALMO HIGHWAY TO
BE CONSTRUCTED
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•
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.
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Look Out for the
Black Widow Spider
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PRESENT RATE IS
TRAFFIC HANDICAP

DISTRICT TEACHERS
MEET HERE ANNUALLY

71c
25c
4c

toes

Last week we told of •apple
blossoms at this time of year,
this week, real June apples. M.
L. Paschall. of near Crossland,
reports that he has a June apple
tree with its second crop of
apples this year. One limb has
a cluster of *six .such apples.
Early June apples? Yesl real
early! In fact, too early for
spring but after all there's Jack
Frost just around the corner.

B 'clge Toll
Eggner's Ferry it
to be Cut Fro 80c to
, 55c Octob,e 15

usat
811ovray.
Ces.
year G
Ihrav

Calloway.Fa,rmers to Get Around
$140,000 in Soils Saving Program

Apple Blossoms
Now Apples

PERMANENT AT 55'
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a Tea

FY

HUMPHREYS HOPES
T. H.Stokes Is Named Member of
e
Board of Public Welfare of Stat TOLL CUT TO BE

- tnur Stefansson,
Vilhja
World Famous Figure,
to Speak

25c

ik.

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOW/AT
COUNTY'NEWS EVERY WEEK

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon October 1, 1936
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Democratic Workers
Meeting Is Called

Dramatic -Club
Has New Members

PTA Will Meet
Wednesday, Oct. 7
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Science Class
Plans Cave Trip
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YOU CAN'T VOTE FOR HIM

Get Rid of Poisons
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UNLESS YOU REGISTER
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t7:2 it and krudecitiw

•

W. D. SYKES
Suffer WA-Disease When
Chiropractic Can Cure You

Attention Denocrats!
This year, of all years, you will want to cast your ballot at th.
November election. 'You will desire to give your .approval to the great
record made by our President. You will be eager to do your part toward insuring the COnlinUatiOltAjf n program that has restored confidence, has stimulated business activity, made safe your bank deposits,'fed the hungry, increased the prices you receive for your crops
and yciur livestock, saved your home, perhaps, from mortgage foreclosure, rescued the Nation from the despair and eciininic Oleos of
the dying days of the Hoover administration and giten real .mennim:
..
to the Words: -For the greatest good of the greatest number."
you will want.to vote in 'N'svenifier4--BUT-Iffic CAN'T VOTE.
-LIST
UNLESS YOUR NAME APPEARS ON THE; REtilSTILATION
AT YOUR NOTING PRECINCT. If you -have failed to register. Go)
TO THE OFFICE Oft YOUR _COUNTY CLERK TODAY AND REUISTER.
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Peggy Ann Spring Sunday.
Overcast, Miss Lula Moore. Mr. I Mr. and Mrs. Rey Hamlin and to
Mrs. Bertha punn and daughter, Red Dowdy.
Linville la ill 31i1s
George
Mrs.
as
had
Hamlin,
Ella
Mrs.
Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, Editor
PhOne 338, Please
Lyman- Chester Colson, Oveta and Mrs. Adolphus Brannon and mother.
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•••• •
Lon Underwood and son, Wilburn, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Heppner of illness.
and Mrs. G. Manning and chilGiven Surprise Dinner
Underwood. Otho Tur- Murray over the week end.
Mrs. T.
dren, Allie, Robert, Lenard, Peg,
The seventh and fifth grades are
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Valentine, ner and children, Alice Jane and
Sexeral persons from here have ifying to make 100 per cent each
gie, Marie and G. Jr.
Ky., were greatly Frank, Mr. and Mrs. Leon Hen- gone to Missouri to pick cotton.
New
Concord,
of
day.for four weeks. The one that
Russell,
Note
Copy ter thin page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
Wavel Steward,
September 27, dricks; Tom Bell and daughters.
A good many qf' the farmers of do will get a prize.
Ray Rushing, Bruce Adams,. Ver- surprised Sunday,
afternoon each week.
10 cars with 50 of their old Addle, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Forger- this neighborhood- have received
non and James Fulcher, Wal-ren when
Will Morris visited in Mayfield
Mrs. Amos West, Miss Effie
Mo- neighbors and friends from Hazel son and children, Effie Alice and their tobacco checks.
Robert
Higgins,
A bountiful pot luck luncheon
Lewis
Milton,
Monday.
('ollege To Have Home Coming
Smith: Mrs. Myrtle Suiter, Mrs.
and Puryear began to drive in Hilman. Robert Fielder, Miss KathMr. and Mrs. Ray Hamlin and
was served at the noon -hour.
hundro, D. Miller, George Pittman,
Dance October 17
Eva Farmer, Mrs. Harmon Farmon the lawn, bringing baskets and rine Hale, all of Concord vicinity; sons, Mrs. Ella Hamlin,• Mr. and
Present were Mrs. Ira Fox, Mrs.
Buell
Elkins,
-,
Carlos
and
Carlie
Mrs. J. W.
boxes of delicious food, which the hosts' uncle ancLeunt. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hendon of Buckhanan,
A Hume Coming Dance is plan- Goldie Orr, Mrs. ha Douglas, Mrs. er, Mrs. L. H. Pogue,
Stone, Mrs. Pren- Duncan, James Futrell, Louise Ad- waS • sprr,ad*on tables on the front Mrs. Edmond Wilcox, and son Tenn., visited Mr. and Mrs. Rayned for October 17. It will be in F. M. Perdue, Mrs. W. H. Lemons. Pogue, Mrs. Lola
AdRobbie
tice Thomas, Mrs. Will Nanny, Mrs. ams, Lacie Compton,
-"The ones that ate the most Ralph , of Murray Route 5.
mond Harn.en Saturday night and
the evening following the footMrs. W. C. Skinner. Mrs. Robert
and--Miss Ester ams. Marelle_ Clendenon, June
re A. C. Underwood and Tom
served, Sunday. Mr. and Mrs.- Biti
was
being
dinner
Just
as
bait---game. Students, -alumni: and Swann. Mrs. Mary Thomas, Mrs. Rai:Were} Waldrop,
Fay
Geurin, Nora Peeler, Dorothy
Worley.
Bell - an neithet possesses the al- a few of their close neighbors ren and son visited in the home
acuity members are invited.
Horace Churchill. Mrs. C. H. Jones.
Paul and Carl Lawrence.
lotted arnopnt of molars.
drove in ,including Willie Smith, Sunday afternoon. They had sortie
The Rev. and Mrs. Sam P. MarJ. A. Carter, Mr. and Mrs. E. D.
was filled with pleasant Howard Kline, Miss Novella Field- good music. The Warren brothers
day
The
And
Dinner
Birthday
H.
R.
Mrs.
Irvan,
Oscar
Mrs.
tin,
Miss Betty Thornton
Manning and children, Mildred. conversation and kodaking and will er, and Miss Lovelle Willoughby, and Chester Yarbrough furnished,
Reunion
Falwell, Mrs. Robert Jones, Mrs.
Entertains S. S. Clue
Louis, Lawrence Jones, and ,Mil- long be.. remembered. All were and Miss Lorene Hodges of Hazel. the musie during the hours.
•urrIOA lite
Ronald Churchill.
AUT1•011181110
A delightful birthday dinner and dred, Mrs. Lee Dunn and daugh- made to bow their heads and sorMembers of Concord church are
Miss Betty Thornton entertainMrs. J. W. Outland. Mrs. Dallas reuhion was enjoyed by many at
ter, Louise.
row with Mr. and Mrs. Leon Henphinning to take away the old
ed her Sunday School class of the Outland. Mts. G. R. Gholson, Mrs.
Manning's Sunday,
Mrs. Alice
I • • • •
dricks, as that was their little son's,
church building'and build "a new
First Baptist Church at her home Fred Gingles, Mrs. Geo. Upchurch.
Come to this store for Double-Kay
September 27, with the following Mrs. Nancy Towery Honored
Joe Pat, eleventh biethday, who
one.
Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Wade.Crawford, Mrs. Orvis present:
Nuts. We man fresh with creamery
Hello, everybody! The weather
atJuly.
of
Warren
28
Bill
the
Mrs.
away
passed
and
Mr.
Birthday
On Seventy-sixth
A hamburger fry and toaiding Wells, Mrs. Mak •Pefway, Mrs. C.
butter—so different from ordinary
is some coolers at present and frost tended the singing convention at
as
were
.M.
Manning,
J.
present
Mrs.
Mr.
and
friends
old
The
marshmallows were enjoyed. ' P. Currier, Mrs. H. D. Thornton.
salted nu;s
cookleliP AP•
is not so far away.
One hundred two relatives and foil ws:
chiland
reHenry
They
Mts.
Otis
Sunday.
and
third
Mr.
Palestine
Mrs. A. B. Lassiter, superintend- ' Mrs. Hugh McElrath, Mrs. Wallis
report.
of
to
sickness
is
no
home
There
the
at
gathered
friends
and
and
Mr.
Gallimore
and
Corine;
Milton
Fred
Mr
and Mrs.
ported good singing.
ent of the department and the fol- Lassiter, Mrs. Luther Dunn, Mrs. dren.
The farmers are busy cutting
Mrs. Woodson Henry . and daugh- Joe Towery Sunday, September 27, daughters, Velma Dean and Carlowing members of the class were Lois Miller, Mrs. Melus Linn.
and
mak.
Nancy
cotton,
picking
Mrs.
tobacco,
mother,
his
of
honor
in
Lester
Emmett
Mrs.
Evelyn. Mr. and Mrs.
lene Stephens; Mr. and
Included:
Mrs. Barber McElrath, Miss Tloy ter.
Raymond Fileder
Towery on her seventy-sixth birth- Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Cooper, ing molasses.
Marjorie Shroat, Marion Men- Robbins, Mrs. Richard Reed, Miss Henry and son Oliver Brent, 'Mrs.
mills gowas
table
large
a
noon
At
•
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Bucy and sons, and Wallis. Baucum have
rath, Frances' Sledd, Jane Cham- WiAlfred Keys, and Mrs. Ben Keys. Stella Henry and son Sam David.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardie Wilson and
ing in a big way in our neighborspread with delicious foods.
and
MargHenry
Miss
Charlie
Billie;
Mrs.
Mr.
and
and
Lee
Rodger
bers, Marjorie Fooshee, Margaret
son, Dean and some relatives went
Mrs. aret McCuiston, Mr.'and Mrs. Coil hood.
The guest list included
children, Floyd, Rayford, and M.
Styles, Irene Watkins, Annie Lee
All Day Meeting
Nancy Towery, Mr. and Mrs. Webb
McCuisW.
Mrs.
J.
and
Mr.
W.;
Qatlin, Sue Lassiter, Ruble TaniBrip, Molene Byars, Mr. and Mrs.
The Woman's Missionary Society ton and baby Charles Lee, Mrs.
gon.
Loman Dotson and baby. Mr. and
of the Locust Grove Baptist Church Eppie Hart, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Mrs. Jack Dotson, Clelon Byars,
observed prayer week Thursday, Bone, Mrs. L. 1.. Veal and chilNew Hope Church Haat
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Travis and baby,
all day meet- dren. Virginia and Junior.
an
in
24.
September
To Zone Meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hart, Mr. Mr.. and Mrs. Travis, Solon Holt,
ing at the home of their' president,
and Mrs. Alden Michaux, Mrs. Mol- Homer Holt, Polly and Charlene
The Woman's Missionary Society Mrs. Ruth Trevathan.
Holt, Mr. and Jdrs. Fletcher Boof Zone 3. Paris district, will have
The regular monthly program lie Collins and sons. Finis and
gard, Mr. and WS. Hayden Boits last meeting of the year, at was given along with the Prayer Prince. Mr. and Mrs. Horace Miller
and son R. C., Mr. and Mrs. Tosco gard and children. Ralph, Rudell,
New Hope. at 1:15 p. in. Monday. Week program.
Collins and daughter Jacqueline. 'Wilma, Paul and Thomas.
lunch
plate
cover
delightful
5.
October
A
Visit the Beautiful, Completely _Remo'.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Colson and
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Dodd and
the
to
follows:
style
as
be
buffet
was served
The program will
Cleatus and Nell. Mr. and
children.
HardeMrs.
eled Store of
Mr.
and
Stanley.
,son.
115 p. m.—Devotion, Miss Alice following:
Mrs. Holman Jones and baby, Mr.
Mrs. Ottie Trevathan, Mrs. Jetta man Nix and baby, Bettye Anne;
.
Waters.
and Mrs. Milburn Holland and
What the Missionary Society Has Houston, Mrs. Burlene Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs. Francis Wilkerson.
G. W. Rowlett, Mr. children. Prentice and Sue, Mr.
Meant to My Church—Mrs. Edna Mrs. Frances Wilcox. Mrs. Ruth Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Bradley Overby and
Trevathan, Mrs. Myrtle Trevathan, and Mrs. Henry Dick and son Lesley. Mil and Mrs. Ellis Dick and son, Monroe Jones, Landis OutMrs. Lucille Shakleford.
Vocal Solo—Mrs. L. J. Hortin.
land, Daniel Ellis, Hank Childress,
Ladies of Calloway eounty will find ,it
Mrs. Lorena Wilcox, Mrs. Opal children. L. C., Elize Lee, and
Instructions—Mrs. G. C. McLarin.
Clarence Williams, Mrs. Eva May
Hale. Mrs. Stella Ahart. Mrs. Hat- Willie Clayton.
Solo—Mrs. L. J. Hortin.
more convenient than ever to shop at Na.Mr. and Mrs. Roy DrenMr. and Mrs. Carnell Cook: Mrs. McDaniel,
tie Clanton, Mrs. Dora Edmonds,
.. Talk—Mrs. 0. J. Jennings.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
children,
and
non
tional Stores. Come in and inspect it. And
Pat Shackleford, Wanda Trevathan, Bell Hutchins. W. L. Cook and
Harve Drennon.
J.
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Calista.
Trevathan.
daughter
Walter
it's cramful of brand new fall merchanand Mr.
_1 Baptist Student Units Ifiaa
Mr. and Mrs. Silas Turner and
H. Bailey and son Charlie. Mrs.
dise at the greatest values we've ever been
Lucille,
Outdoor Meeting
and
Damon, Elna
Bertha Rogers and children, Otis, children.
Mrs. John Workman Is
Ellis, Estelle BoEdd
Mrs.
Mr.
and
able to offer.
and
Imogene
Frances, Elouise,
The TiantiStudent Union had
Entertained
McDaniel,
Nell
Hugh; Oscar Hensley, gard. 'Dorothy
Houston
a weiner ranst_on Monday evening
Catherine Duncan Juanita Holland,
A miscellaneous shower was Jim Farris. J. D. and Leon C731-Particularly do we invite your attention
at the Baptist Iles* _grounds.
Hilda Colson, Arnetia Turner, Sue
After supper the group had ,,,a given Wednesday afternoon, Sep- lins, John Collins, Gordon Collie. strid
to the much larger ladies' ready to wear
Ellis.
Silvesta
Ellis.
Marie
Afternoon callers were Mr. and
camp fire service. The devotional tember 18, in the home of Mrs.
department and its marvelous values.
Marshall Gantt, Pauline Hunt, Mr.
was led by Laverne Call and in- Oscar Jones in the honor of her Mrs. John Smith. Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Joe Towery and children,
vitations were extended to the daughter, Mrs. John Workman. She Domus Parker and children, Jean Treman, Romiel, Jonell, Gene:- and
college students by representaUves was assisted by Mrs. Otis Work- and Dan; Miss Ethel Parker, Mr. Leddie.
and Mrs. Preston Stubblefield, Mr.
of different unit organizations. /ruin and Mrs. Lennis. Ward.
Afternoon callers were Mr. and
Games and contests were enjoyed and Mrs. Sam Warren, Mrs. Lula
Speaking were Dr. Hugh M. McMrs. Alton McClure and children,
Mrs.
seated
was
and
Mr.
honoree
Paul
Farris,
The
Farris,
all.
by
Elrath, Ronald Churchill, B.T.U.;
were Lonnie Baker and Charlotte Hunt W. T., Rudell, and Floy, Mr. and
Mrs. Hugh McElrath, Y. W. A.; the by a basket 'of gifts which
Mrs. E. E. Wilkerson, Edgar Wilkthe Taylor.
of
presence
the
Rev. Sam P. Martin, and Ralph opened in
Jesse Hilman, Armetia Hilerson,
Churchill who told What B. S. U. guests.
man, Clenton Pennington, Gene
e.
Halrestnesents of cider and cakes Mts. E. D. Manning
dik had-meant at Murray.
Dowdy, Goldie and Cotie Morris,
See and Inspect These Great Values in
Honored On Birthday
were - served to the guests.
Nip There were sixty present.
Those present included the folA number of relatives and
lowing:
Blues, Polka Dots, Browns and
the home of
Women Of First Baptist Church
Fred Stone, Mrs. Auzie friends gathered at
Mrs.
to
Semi
recently
Manning
Have All Day Meeting E.
-Fitted
D.
Mrs.
and
Princess
Figured patterns. The season's
Pool, Mrs. Fray Wilson, Mrs. Ralph
dressy models
honor her 42 birthday. A nice
,
fur-trimmed
and
spcirt
In
Felix
Mrs.
Myers,
C.
G.
Mrs.
atRay.
her
opened
most popular fabrics.
Mrs. Ben Keys
dinner was spread and a nice time
featuring plenty of GREENS, PLAIDS and
tractive new home Wednesday for Worley. Mrs. Arthur Butterworth, was enjoyed by all present.
BLACKS that are most popular this fall.
an all day meeting of the Woman's Mrs. Ovie Story, Mrs. Raymond
Those present included Mr. and
Missionary Union of the First Bap- Workman, Mrs. Chester Mathis, Mrs. Truman Stalls, and children,
Mrs. Lennis Ward, Mrs. Will Rose,
tist Church and a few others.
Buell, Maybell, Edward, 0. J., and
The day was spent in White Mrs. Eldridge Swift. Mrs. Tom Rubin; Mr. and Mrs. Elige Steel,
Cross work including handwork Workman, Mrs. Oscar Jones.
Mary Brown, and
Mrs. John Workman, - Mrs. Everett and children,
for the Baptist Hospital at LouisMiss John McClain.
ville and the piecing of a quilt for Noriworthy, Mrs. R. J. Wells,
Mr. and Mrs. Virgal Nanney,
Lillian Mathis. Mts. Festus Story,
the Baptist Orphans Home.
Mr_ and Mrs. Everett Nanney, Mr.
and Mrs. Theldon Edwards aml
children, Lernell. Lexdell; Mr. and
Mrs. Culwell Steel and daughter,
Vera Louise; Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Parker and daughter, Note Belle.
RUST
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Scott, Mr.
GREEN
and Mrs. Moh-undro and children,
Gene Dale and Nancy; Mr. and
BLACK
Mrs. Gray Dyer and children. ClatBROWN
nation's
the
of
one
by
advertised
Nationally
nett, James Lee and baby; Mr. and
All Sizes
NAVY
Mrs. Bryn Nanney and children,
foremost manufacturer
Lorene and James.
Mrs. Cosie Scott and children. R.
For the first time in MurThese snappy dresses head the class which
C.. Marvin, Earl, antiFannie Maet
answers all the question's.
ray you can'select your Fur
Mrs. John Davidson, Mrs. Jim Mayfield, Mrs. Otis Workman, little
Misses Betty Sue and Nellie Jean
Workman, Saradell Sttffy. and
Master Dan Workman.
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
William Hurt, Mrs. Mattie Jones,
Mrs. Leon Riley, Mrs. Ray Hurt.
Mrs. A. A. Doherty, Mr*. Chas.
Sexton,, Mrs. Flora Farless, Mrs.
West Fulton, Mrs. Herman Fulton,
Mrs. Lewis Nanny, Mrs. Ray Ross.
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NOW ...

Murray a Tasty

,N UT

North Concord News

SHOP

Take some home

Steelyville News

Dale & Stubblefield

NEW FALL SILKS

FALL COATS

74f,ICE CREAM
OF THE MONTH
For Sept.
Buttered
Pecan

Autumn's OD vliest
Frocks

A Comprehensive Showing of

Mendoza Furs

69c

$4.98 to* $19.95

$2•98

ICE CREAM

Wallis Drug

QUALITY — STYLE — PRICE

Coat from actual stock.
Boxy swaggers, modified
flared models and
lines.
Short and

full

straight

THE VANITY SHOPPE

In addition to the wonderful $2.98 lines we
have a comprehensive line of dresses at—

•

$4.98

$3.98

of MAYFIELD, KY.

$5.95

Featuring styles and colers that are extra
.popular this fall.

length.

•

' The beauty: of the furs is
'workmanship is
skin deep,,
lf the finest, and every,coat
.s beautifully lined.
You need a fur coat to
face Old Man Winter and
in this you can face fashion.
FROM—

$69."

•

SHOE DEPT.
FEATURING THE GREATEST
POSSIBLE SHOE
VALUES
,Marvelously

Pr!ced at

A Record Value in

LADIES' HATS

MEN'S WORK SHOES

All head sizes--

elk-skin ' stock with
double-composition".sole. We repeat, the greatest men's work
shoe value we have ever offered
Heavy

ilc

You can afford a hat for every
dresst this 'senAltionally low

$1.98

price.. Lots of colors to choose
from,-'Newest-.styles. Others 98e
and $1.98.

Others as low as $1.19
LADIES'

MEN'S OXFORDS
•
You'll be truly surprised at
getting such a good shoe at the
record-low price of—

New, High Colors in
Purses and Bags
AAAA-EEE

So new we didn't have time
to sort them -before, this ad
went to press, but we'll have
when this
them an display

' All colors

Regal Dress Shop

Big Ben OVERALLS

New Fall OXFORDS
Combination—Black,

8-ounce
Sanforized shrunk
Guaranteed not to shrink. Buy
your correct size. Only-:-

Brown

$11.98

$1.98

All

all eizes

reaches you.

91‘

98c

sizes *

DeLuxe Styles
$4.85

National Hotel Building
Murray, Ky.
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John Outland, Mr. aud'Ors. Porter 21 birthday.
the family, but this wheat crop Coldwater Sunday at 10:45 a.
A delicious dinner was spread
Lassiter, Mrs. Fannie Heath, Mr.
at
Goshen
at*
Hurley
Z.
L.
and
subto
enough
will be here soon
Dailies Lassiter, Mrs. at the noon hour. Mrs. Bert TayMrs.
and
and
,school
Bible
and
hour;
the
annie
stitute for corn in finishing
lor presented a beautiful cake
Hill, Bill Hill._
crop of 1937. I certainly want to ernblea of Lord's Supper at Cold- Daisy
decorated with 21 candles.
p.
Mrs.
2:00
at
Contributions to this column
and
Mr.
Christ
of
Lassiter,
Church
Marvin
see "the people use and enjoy the water
Many useful gifts were given the
upon topics of ipterest are alGayat
Mrs.
and
Mr.
preaches
Davis
Luther Deering,
use of 2000 automobiles. I more m. Bro. Tom
ways welcome. They do not
honoree.
Mrs.
2nd
T.,
A..
every
son
Ion Pasphall arid
necessarily express the sheets
than-want to see the children of Coldwater M. E. church
The afternoon was enjoyed by all
of this newspaper.
Rubena Deering, Mrs. Emma Jones.
this county get the benefit of seven Sunday at 10:45 a. in.
conversation.
Judge George Wallis, Buck Carl- Mr. and Mrs. Parvin Jones, Mr. and with music and
high schools and a state college.
Haneline, Will Mrs. Coyn Nance and sons. VerTO TRE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY But to du this, we must learn to ton, Bud IE.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
COUNTY
live at home. That is, we must Sparkman, Jim Bailey,. and Ole non and Lowell Nance, Butliel W. A. Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Bert
make our actual living at home in. "Eagle" were born in 1858. Judge Nance, Margie Wilkerson, Mr. and Taylor Mr. and Mrs. Homer DarFifteen hundred people in Callostead of having this stuff shipped Sudie Brooks was born in the year Mrs. Hunter Wilkerson.
nell and children. Bobbie Jean and
not
registered.
have
county
way
Mr: Jimmie Lee; Mr. and Mrs. Dewey
Jones.
1867, just one year too soon. In a
Mr. and Mrs. George Mrs.
from other farmers to us.
Ham_
any
more.
vote
to
If you expect
Lee
Are you living-on a farm? Have very short time all of them will be and Mrs. Tilmart Orr,
Collie and children. Gracie
you must register. You have until
and forgotten. Are you Key. Bill Waldrop, Mr. and Mrs. and Sammy Ray.
on your farm? dead
living
you
anybody
to
register
the 9 day of October
.
Clifton Jonas, Mrs. Minnie CharlAre you connected with the farm listening?
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Carroll and
and you WM have to come to the
says-"What must I do ton, Mr. and Mrs. Rbes—Paschall, daughter,- Bettie Sue, Rd Tucker.
-Bible
—The
-thishpieee
in
any—waya—
4f,---read-County Clerk's office even then to
The devil said, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Paschall. Mr. Misses Beatrice, Clover and Beulah 4,
twice and think of it three times, to be saved"
J/arsilt
.
register.
bsolutely nothingl"
and Mrs. Ed Morton and children. Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. Luble Hernthe
"nothing—a
"Let
slogan
adopt
then
and,
class mail matter
I want all the - people of this
Mr. and Mrs. Torn Wilkerson and don, R. D. Herndon, Mr. and Mrs.
I wonder, yes I wonder; will the
Mitered at the Postoffice, Murray, Kentucky, as second
Us'Live at Home,"
county to come Ind register that
angels play their harp; for me? children, Nora Wilson, Carlene Pas- W. H. Carroll and children, Lucille,
E. P. PHILLIPS
and
know
You
and
Henry
registered.
District
not
aI
have
Congresaon
Ilubscriptiop Rates:—In First
School bus drivers are NOT al- chall, Ruby Robbins, Berea Love Tellus, Silvia Nell and Mary Jane,
$10; Elsewhere, $2.00.
you wantho vote in the November
81invert Counts. Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky,
There is one man in Washington lowed to chew tobacco, smoke Grooms, Mrs. Lizzie Paschall, Orna and Hue Thomas Carroll.
market
County
Calloway
want
about
n
you
will
know
informatio
You
and
election.
Advertising Rates
by the name of Franklin D. Roose- cigarettes drink beer or whiskey, May Armstrong, Hubert Cunningfurnished upon application.
to vote next year in the Primacy,
ham, Mrs. Gillir-Windsor, Mrs. Nanvell. that believes in philosophy .nor 'truss: 'that's me allover.
of
set
new
county
a
in electing
—"Eagle'
that we
nie Jones, Mrs. Bertha Lampkins, Outing At Reelfoot Lake
Nazarene
of,
the
lonely
Rutting was roughing the Giants
will be glad.to find a conveyance
unthat
is
law
the
A group enjoyed an all day picreached officers. Well,
Mrs. J. D. Linnpkins, Bettie Orr,
of
our
fellowman;
are
the
keepers
to Murray for those who are other- pretty badly entil Bartell
you canare
registered,
you
less
at Reelfoot Lake Sunday., Sepnic
Orr.
Leafie Orr, Mrs. Hinds
that every man, woman and child
up for that borne-run ihall in the
wise unable to come.
not vote either in the November
Mrs Obie tember 27.
Brown,
Leta
and
Mrs.
to
eat
-the
right
has
in
America
Democracy
of
The state-wide registration law
fifth.
form
purest
The
election or in the next August
Swimming and general conversaStory, Mrs. Ethel Harding, Mrs.
sleep and if Lazarus can't pay his
is net in effect and it is a good is attained only when all voters
day.
Primary. If you did not register
Mrs. Orval Orr, Mr. tion were the features of the
Orr,
Node
or
can
man
rich
the
bill
Dives
Former Sheriff Clint Drinkard - is
one. It is designed to prevent are qualified and exercise their
the first day of August, be sure
were Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Present
Ola
Mrs.
Calloway
Walker,
often
Huie
Mrs.
that
have
and
which
worker
why.
the
reason
bal30—
frauds
of
show
Sept.
the
Ill.,
of
_kind
election
the
EAST ST. LOVIS,.
dearly-bought privilege
to come to the County Clerk's
Enoch and children. Sue and Roy
W. E. Marberry
put the losers in. offlee— in Ken- lot afesch opportunity.
county Democrats can follow with office in the next ten days and
Hogs: 5.500; market delve.16 to 15c Jetton, Mrs. Ethel Boyd, Rebecca
Holland; Mr. and Mrs. Wade Enoch,
has
WilkerNell
Iva
Drinkard
Wilkerson,
Sue
Mr.
enthUslaern.
tucky
hewer than Tuesday's average; most
Don't put it off any longer.
register.
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Enoch, and
inCathtirelessly
provisions
However, under the
boundless - hitiergy. is
bids ih small lots; top 10.30; 200-240 son. hint Odie Wilkerson.
I did not have anything to cio
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Myers.
the
of
of the law. persons nut registered
terested in the suecess
lbs. 10.15•00.25; 170-100 lbs. 9.850 rine Cherry, Eva Wilkerson.
witte the passing of this law, but
Harold WilNance,
Lamora
Mrs.
,
100Dernoctatiehparty and will ask no
lbs.
8.6569.25;
by the 10th of October this year
140-160'
10.15;
people
it is a law, and I want the
Register! October 10 Is the last
9.00. kerson, Exie Orr, Cecil Paechall.
,
cannot vote in the Presidential
one to do anything that he would of Calloway county to be prepared
130 lbs. 7.75s, 8.50; sows 8.400
day. You cannot vote in. the PresAgent's
Halton
the
T.
County
up
Paschall,
in
0.
Orr,
was
I
steers
Novie
2,000;
calves
election on the first Tuesday in
3.500.
not be willing to do himself.
Cattle:
you do.
to vote and to vote in the Novem• • • •.
He and three in liberal supply; quality good to and Pat Wilkerson, Mr. and Mrs. idential election unless
office Saturday.
Nove,mber.
ber election, and to he prepared to
The coming of Fire Prevention
Register at county clerk's office.
L.
J.
arranging
busy
and
Mrs.
'remember that if
a
Mr.
:
were
Paschall,
Sam
ladies
young
established
should
not
There are approximately 2.060
Voters
market
choice;
vote, and to vote in the election of
whi,..h will be observed beDernperatic voters and a few hun- Week.
they fail to register by a week a new set of county officers in the and writing checks to farmers on few early deals steady at 9 25ft Hill, Mr and Mrs. Clifford Hill,
October 4 and 10. makes it
tween
Read the Classified Column.
Octothis
in
Saturday.
voters
coming
"cutting acreage" on their farm 9.50; no western steers in; other Elisha Paschall, Paul Orr, Robert
Republican
this
dred
from
next August Primary.
to meditate on what
worthwhile
unbe
$3
will
from
were
registeryet
only
yearChecks
not
not
Harding.
mixed
have
produces.
county who
ber 10, they
classes opening steady;
Your friend.
prevention means to all of Us
up to $60. Is this the Coolidge- lings and heifers 6.00@ 8.75; cows
to vote in the Presidential
ed and. consequently. will lose fire
E P. PHILLIPS
a taxpayer. a able
individual,
an
as
also.
no
but
Oh,
ion?
qualify
Hoover administrat
their suffrage unless they
election in November
4251,5.25; cutters an dlow cutters Miss Beatrice Carroll
and a worker.
Chirspractor
Is Lentertained
sugar darlin'.
by going to the county clerk's of- .home-owner,
we understand, cannot vote in
3.006/4.00; top sausage bulls 5.50;
OF CALLOWAY
FARMER
lives—
Saves
Fire prevention
at Home. UP West MOD
Cattle and hogs are being sent top vealers 10.50; nominal range
kilo.
fice not later than a week from
the county election next year.
COUNTY
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Carroll en• ▪ • • •
to St. Louis market by the hun- slaughter steers -5.25hr 10.00; slaughthis coming Saturday and comply- yours and loved ones. Thousands
Mondays. Wednesdays. Fridays
tertained Sunday, September 27,
of persons are now burned to death
ing jinth the law.
Our fore-fathers fought the RevThe people of Calloway county dreds daily on the powerful motor ter heifers 5.00n9.75.
in Afternoon
of
m
their
a
with
honor
dinner
was
There' is no reason why any 'each year—because someone
olutionary War on account of tax- must learn to live at home. By trucks which means more money.
M. le SP. M.
P.
1
on
her
Miss
Beatrice,
daughter,
voter should lose his ballot through careless.
ation without representation. If that expression I mean, as a farm- Yes cash!
Mr. And Mrs. Thomas Frafiktin
Fire prevention is the friend of you have no vote you are not rep- ing class, we are not making a
I saw Almon Beale Saturday and
Shower
failure to do this. Party leaders
With
Wilkerson Honored
An your government and living at home. There . should be the new brick "fire proof- hardthe home. _Without it your home
and relatives of Mr. and
Friends
Of
feet.
100x60
once.
at
may be burned to ashes—and in- the taxes go on just the same.
building.'
ware
an extra wheat-trap sown
.•
• • • • •
surance can never replaee the
Laugh with
- , If you have no jap pasture, a eye. coure Almon is big, red face, get- Mrs. Thomas Franklin Wilkerson
shower at
values each home
If they thought enough of their pasture should be sown on every ting old; happy. glad and gay. Told gat:V them a household
TOM COLLINS many intangible
represents. Money cannot corn- vote to shed blood to get it. you farm in Calloway county.
We of a guy that monkeyed with Shear the home of Mrs. Guy Nance, Satediter
is country
urday, September 5. at 3 o'clock.
pensate for everything.
Hawbuck of Shecargo. -at least might to be able to make need these to assist in making
They were also entertained at the
Fire prevention tends to keep i-trieflo the county seat for yours. _next year's crop.
Two smart "chicks" got me into
No one who is not registered on the 10th
Wilkerson at 8
•••••
taxes down.- Zact-Tinse a fire deFlour is stopped into Calloway a scrape with that firm long time home -of _Mrs. °die
day of October can vote this fall. The new regis•
stroys taxpaying propene. thus reThe Elizabethtown News' thinks county by the carload, not only' in ago. made three trips to May- o'clock.
law requires each voter to be registered by
tration
nice
many
highThe honorees received
moving it from the tax rolls,
the nearest. thiug a Topeka. Kan- dry years but in good years; Irish field. 33 miles "round trip" ,through
OCTOBER 10th. If you have no conveyance ask
er taxes must be paid by all other san. will get to winning a national potat....s are shipped here by the mud, water and ice, with wagon and useful, gifts.
gifts ' some Democratic friend to aid you.
sending
and
present
Those
Colbeen
had
Hari,
is
what
property within the community.
after
year
team
is
shipped
this
and
cabbage
election
carload: even
Fire 'prevention keeps insurance mery from that town being elected here by the carload. More than ordered in my name. against my were as follows:
of
period
J. D. Rogers, Thelma Stone.
a
Over
Ameridown.
the
rates
natoonal commander of
$200,000 worth of .eats are shipped will. Stove came in from PittsALSO do not neglect to come to our store for anyDalton.
years, the rate for each locality is can Le11105.
each year. burgh: dresser, chairs arrived two Rhodie Stone. Syvidell
county
Calichway
Into
thing you wear. You should see our
Get Program Schedule at based on fire loss—many fires
Rogers, Mr.
They consist of flour, meat, lard, reeks later from Chicago. and two Mable Dalton, Maple
Edith
Moore,
Charlie
Station
Mrs.
D-X
and
Diamond
mean high rates.
Every ex-service man in Callo- cabbage. Irish potatoes, dried beahs, 'weeks later bedsteads and springs
Zillie Orr, Jim
NEW FALL SHOE LINE
way courity. incidentally, should dried peas. and a 'score of 'other got in from St. Louis—in the dead Orr.. Mr. and Mrs.
Dalton, Mr. and
join the American Legion. The things, all of which can and should of winter. Worked the the team Bridges, Mrs. Mary
Mrs. Martha
bonus has been paid but that. was be rnede- at home and on our nearly to death. and I came very Mrs. Hubert Deering,
-—
near of contracting pneumonia:— Paschall.
one of the least of the objectives farms.
Mrs. Lllie Paschall, Mrs. One
of this great organization and
If the people of Calloway county "Between the devil and the deep
Paschall,Irs, May Lassiter, Mrs.
seven
sear" ,
much work remains to be' done. expect. .to support
Clove -Lawrence will preach at Herman Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs.
buddy. for the disabled veteran. erateola a college. and 2a)06
and the war widow and orphari. mobiles, we must feed ourselves
• • •.
and keep this money at home inHere's hoping the Literary Digest stead of sending it to other farmpoll will be as erroneouS on No- ers out of the county. Every fernvembet 3 as it is right now, in iest... should commence preparing
Democratic -headquarters.
now to cultivate a garden and not
• ••••
less than one acre of ground should
•
What" a fine compliment for Dr. be devoted to truck farming for
James H. Richmond to be one of the use of the family.. 'The weakthe twelve educators in the-United est spot in the finances of Callo5.
States to be invited to a confer- way county consists of' what I have
s•••••
ence by the President at his Hyde Said above. We are sending tod
Park home. Glory is reflected 'on much money out of this county 1
Murray State College and the city things that can be produced
of 20rurray by this high recognition made 'at home. I am especiall
of Dr. Richmo-nd's abilities and urging, as the time is here,
each farmer prepare to sow tw
udgment._
• • • .40 •
the acreage In wheat that he
Don't worry too moch about Usually been sowing. This wi
a-Roosevelt picked for second place not only insure home supplies f
-.., :n The Digest Pull. The experts
huessed the Yankees would finish
Another,day—.another month—does it still
in -the American League this
"bird
undone?
t
find you with this importan duty
.
year.
and
. • • • .. •

Fire prevention is the friend of
employment. ,When a fire destroys
a business, jobs are lost, and thouof dollars in purchasing Powsands
The
of The Murray Ledger. The Callow'ay Timt:, and
er is lost with them. Untold privaTimes-Herald. October 20, 1928.
tion end misery can result.
Published by The Calloway County Publishing Co., Inc.
Fire prevention means progressNorth Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
ive towns and cities. Cases are on
Editor record where a single fire, destroyloe T. Lovett
mg a town's main industry, has
resulted in permanent retrogression, at the expense of property
•
and all other values in the com14LATIIONAL EID1101441. munity.
451/%11004
410
4._4141,
/tS
Prevent ifre—and save lives and
4 9J$, property. Do your part during
Fire Prevention Week to prevent
fires on your property. *
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jutorr-JOTS
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Register!

restockLi

•

Stella Gossip

Fire Prevention
Week

Dr. W.C. Oakley

YOU MUST REGISTER

DIAMOND
CITY NEWS

any

T. 0. TURNER

Meet King Winter's
Blasts with a Supply Of Our

BRINGS FALL and FORECASTS
WINTER . . .

am,ci y/cou:ee Anow
KING COAL thal
Shizewid to

Will another season's snows obliterate
the last resting place of your
loved one?

Use Pure

NATURAL ICE!

cereos

- There's no need to wait longer. There- is no
in investigating and we are
1 bligation—wht
6
'
confident that we can pleasantly surprise you at
the low cost for which you can obtain an appropriate grave marker for the dear one who has
gone on.
' :Every wish of the patron _finds us not only
qualified but also extretnely anxious to ftal,fill it. •
• L.
Years of experience, nothitTfbUeqiii-lity materjahr-onexcelled service, modest- prices are the
'reasons why more and more are coming'to us for
ThLImpot
. ..Why not atteia to .this' important -duty while
the-fall weather is pretty—before real winter and
rains set in.

-FEVER

Murray College "Ialoroughbrede
first day
, ...et some kind of a record this year
Headache 30
• .n that the' first thhee teams on the Liquid. Tablets
Drops
Nose
Minutes
Salve.
football 'schedule are being played
Try "Rub-My-Tism"—World's Bed
for the first time this year.
Linitnent
• .. • • •
Ouachita.. which plays here next
Saturday is pronounced like it was
; spelled Watch-i-taw. Seems it's
1 an old Indian name.
• • • • •

How Cardui HelOs :
Women To BLUM Up

county
Right now, .Calloway
farmers are most interested in
when the Orli frost will come. Last
year it came on Sunday night.
-Oeloker-e. and whaeat Ad to ,Ipts_
of crops was a shame and. very
costly. .A late frost would save
many late crops and an early one
would cost this county thousands.
It Pays to Read tbo Classifieds

Cardui stimulates the appetite and
Improves tRgestion, help:T.4 wOmen

food taw
So get More strength from is. str
eat. As nburIstusent Is Improved.pairs
• lesillt up. certain functionalfor help
aemig and..vospen praise Cardul
Sirs C
OM back to good health. .
Ratliff, of Illoton. W. VS-. writs. "AftW
not ros4
did
I
baby,
last
Lb. birth of my
took Careful
to pet my -strength back I well I hav$
and
imotuid
soon
was
and
opts
ilven Is to my daughters and recommend it
to other issues.- . . . Mouses& of women
testify Cardol benefited them. If It does not
besnifit YOU, consult a. physician.

EXCELLENT QUALITY GEORGIA
MARBLE -

Fall Is an Unexcelled
Season to Erect a
Memorial

MURRAY MARBLE WORKS
GOLDIE

•

ORR, Manager

Murray, Ky.

task Depot Street

— -TELEPHONE 121 —

And,erte$500 which the average household will save over a
period of 20 yearais just one of The many advantages of using NATin prefetence titi mechanical, gadget refrigeration—which
URAL
sing
alwAys seems to be getting out of "fix" at the most embarras
time.

ICg

ORDER NOW!
We live in a climate of
rapidly changing tempera-

SPOTLESS
• - .TOWN!
always eperially appreciate the Brown-this
small city of transient homes that really is a'
'spotless toss n." 'hen you arrive. notice the
• cleanliness of cverithing—the lobbies,the rcc
t.luranfc,tht f.ed rooms. More than ever, you'll
then appreciate The Bross n!

THE BROWN HOTEL

Call 'Un for the best grades
of West Kentucky aid East
Tennessee and Jellico_coals.

—WAGON COAL—
We have it. Delivered as
cheap as anyone.

REMENBER, too, that it costs no more to keep plenty Af ice.
The ice season is all the year around—if the ice melts you havaneed_____ 44tit_to kaep_the food in proper condition—if the temperature is low
enough it doesn't melt—it Asts nothing to have it.

You Don't Drive a Car that
Looks Like This —
Not- eieryone realizes the vast difference_ between out-of-date ice boxes and
the modern ice refrigerators that we are
selling at manufacturer's price-- at $1.00
per week,
..They are as much ahead of the oldtimer as the 1936 streamlined automobile
us Ahead of die car pictured at the left.
LET US SHOW. YOU.

-

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL
& ICE CO.
Phone 64
for ServICE

Phone 64
for ServICE

World"
V
ntific
to the SA
"ICE is the BEST and CHEAPEST Refrigerant yet known

,

•

• h
"
0.
•

Food is kept longer at its natural odor and taste because the
MODERN ICE REFRIGERATOR permits the circulation of air—
which the.gadget, electrical refriferator (toes net.

today you need ice, tomorrow you need coal.

, Clean coats with less ash,
--burnIfinger, barn. cleaner-,
most heat units for your
dollar.-.

Men ind womcn who live in spotless homes

REMEMBER —
Markers may be had for as little as $10

694Sao

V

-

re •
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I.
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•
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Fry*.

Turnbow Drug Co.,'Hazel, Fire
Damaged; Bad Blaze Is Averted
—
What would have been a disastrous fire was narrowly averted
late Sunday night at Hazel when
City Policeman Calvin Stubblefield noticed a dense smoke in the
store of the Turnbow Drugo Cu.
Oscar Turnbow, owner, was hastily
summoned to the building to find
the frigidarre, cash register and
one end of the soda fountain burned and a hole about four feet in
_diameter _burned in the flow.
._.
The blaze was doubtless caused
lk
a short circuit in the electrical
ng of the store.
is building is located in the
best business black of the city
and with the city water plant out
of -selvice a little more headway
would have meant destruction of
the entire block.
The damage was covered by insurance.

'ed bx
•

ant Mrs.
Mrs. Belt
mer DarJean and
s. Dewey
acie Lee

irroll and
t Tucker.
d Beulah
ble Bernand MIS.
n, Lucille,
lazy Jane,

Protemus Palaver
M Miss "Week Eyes' Susandaas
added "Mrs." to her name and left
the community, and we are left
without a correspondent perhaps
I can pinch hit until a better one
is found.
I surely enjoy the letters from
other scribes, especially Chatterbox,
. .
Eagle. and ALL
.
There is very little sickness, to
report. Virgil Lessner, who was
ill last week, is better at present
and Ada Waters is able to be opt
again after having chills.
Mrs. Belle Motheral, who broke
her hip last Thanksgiving, is still
confined to her bed.
Will Murdock has been called to
a veteran's hospital near Chicago.
He is expecting to remain at least
30 days,
Judging from the array of food
at Burie Camp's Sunday, the depression is all over. It was in
honor of Will Burt's 86 birthday.
Preaching at Robert Adams' Friday night was attended by most
of the Immediate community. Bro.
Smith delivered a very good sermon.
Story's Chapel meeting will start
Sunday with the Rev. Walter Henry assisting the pastor. Bro. Henley is a native of Calloway and is
very well known here.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Shankle
moved to Dounk last week. We
surely hated to let them go. It
always seems sad *when you lose
a good neighbor.
The farmers are hopng for a fair
week, even though we need rain.
so that they may finish cutting
tobacco. The late weed seems to
be heavier and of better quality
than the earlier.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Suggs are
It
home again from Detroit.
seems that the factories are slow
about gening the new '37 models
Out.
Little Max Gene Rogers, sod of
Mr_ and Mrs. Eugene Rogers,.celebrated his first birthday Sunday.
Amongthose present were nine
grandparents. -They were Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie Rogers and Mr. and
Mrs. Burie Camp grandparents;
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Camp. Mrs.
Angie Wilkins, and Mr. Will Burt.
great grandparents. and Mrs. Belle
Story. great great grandmother.
—Olive Oyl

i

I day picador, Sep-

converseof the day.
Mrs. Fred
and Roy
ade Enoch.
Moch, and
s.

W. F. Kaykendall Injured
W. F. Kuykendall who lives
four miles west of Hazel, was
seriously injured when his. his
car overturned on the 'highway
south of Hazel last Saturday. He
was taken to the Keys-Houston
Clime. for treatment and is now
getting along nicely.
,
Surprise Birthday Dinner
Given For Twins
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Scruggs entertained at their beautiful country home one mile north of Hazel.
September 17, in honor of their
children, Mrs. Carrie sell Denham. Murray, and Callice Scruggs,
Hazel.
At noon a splendid dinner was
served.
The day was a happy occasion
for all present.
Those present included Mr. Chess
Scruggs. the grenfather of the honurev. Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Wilson.
Mrs. Opal Willem ScrUggs, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Edwards, Mr. and Mrs.
W. B. Scruggs. -Mrs. Carrie Bell
Denham, and Mr. Scruggs.
Observe Prayer Week
The Hazel Baptist Womens Missionary 'Society observed prayer
week last week. Prayer and special
study for State Missions. The
week's program was carried out
in two afternoons, Monday and
Tuesday. with a auodly number attending the meetings.
Those taking part on the two
programs were Mrs. Grace Wilsori,
Mrs. Lela Wilson., Mrs. W. B. Mislead. Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow, Mrs.
Coleman Hurt. Mrs. Ella Mayer,
Mrs. A. M. Hawley, Mrs. Myrtle All-Day Quilting Held In
Heiser Of Mrs. Ramie Griffin
• Osbron, -Mrs. 'Frank Vaughn. Mrs.
,641, all, day quiltmg was given
-MAW- and Mrs. H. I. -Neely,
e prpgragas were very interest- at the home of Mrs. Solon Griffin
on September 9. Two quilts were
„
and inspiring.
quilted for Mrs. Ranzie Griffin of
Evansville. Ind. A. pot luck dinPUBLIC SALE
ner was served at noon. .
'Thursday, October 8, at 10:00
The following were present;;
•_oaluek is. m. III raining sale will
be held following day) Household Mrs. Wilburn Herndon. Mrs. Earl
and kitchen furniture, farming im- Woodall, Mrs. Verdie Miller, Mrs.
plements. At my home just north Jeff Miller, Mrs, Matt Schroeder,
of Faxon. Terms will be made
Mrs. Kenton- Woodall, Mrs. Darwin
knawn on day of sale.
McClure, Mrs. John Herndon, Mrs.
T. A. PHELPS
Henry Childres, Mrs_ Rhoda Mahal). Mrs. Jessie Lee, Mrs.. Keys
"MY SKIN WAS FULLOF Futrell.
PIMPLES at BLEMISHES"
Mrs. Jack Griffin, Mrs. 'N. C.
Says Verna Schlepp: "Since us- Woodall. Mrs. Solon Griffin, Mrs.
mkt Adlerika the p:mples are gone.
ltily skin is smooth ;end glows with Ranzie' Griffin. Miss Eva Hopkins,
health." Adierika washes BOTH Miss Rhoda Herndon, and Miss
Is weis, rids you of poisons that Zena Belle Schroeder.
cmse a bad complexion. Wnile they
la.st SPEC/AL be Thal Sizes on
Mrs.. William Keel, who has, been
sale at Dale. Stubblefield & Co.,
Druggista—in Hazel by Turiabow -ill with heart trouble, is slowly
Drug Co.
Improving.
Mrs. Lloyd Guerin and son Trellis of Paducah. *ere week end
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Woodall and Mr. and Mrs. Kenton
Woodall.
The white and light-colored shoe Mrs. Howland Mahan and chilseason is over, but not the wear dren of Murray. spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Griffin.
in those shoes.
Mrs. Ray Linn and little son of
At _surprisingly low cost, you can
have those Comfortable summer 'Benton visited her parents, Mr.
thoes dyed and 'reconditioned for and Mrs. John Hopkins, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Crisp and
'the winter season. Bring them to us
children of Heath spent Sunday
with the formers mother, Mrs. J.
W. Crisp and Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Crisp.
East Maple Street

Is the last
a the Pies; you do.
it's office.

*damn.

dde/Y,

WeM Main
6 Fridays
a
M.

10th

regh-

by
:e ask

r any-

OCTOBER
2•10

Magicians of beauty! Turning drab houses into lovely
homes With these National Furniture Week values! October 2-10 is a nation-wide week of extra .bargains in furniture of refreshing style and beauty!. Transform your home,
too, at these low prices!

3 Matching
LAMPS
2 • , f Vskrt r •
qffl11

WITH EVERY
KROEHLER
LIVING ROOM
SUITE

MODERN IS ENCHANTING IN -THIS TAPESTRY,:!, PCS.
Your tentire home will awake to new beauty with the_addfffeiti Of a Meet."
modern,suite in the living room! Such a group as thle;crealing'new interest with its fresh design.' bringing new comfort with its splendid in•
. 1g construction' In popular 'Tapestry
5
nerspr
coveri ,- we include the davenport and chair,
s a special for National Furniture
price
Week with 3 lamps'

Emphatically Modern
and a value!
2 pcs. in Kinkimo

" TRANSFORM YOUR
SUMMER SHOES for
WINTER WEAR!

;i
h
tng

the
r—

- Designers have created an entirely
different modern style! We give
you this suite at an outstandingly
low price!
An ultra-smart group in the popular new
Kinkirno covering! Notice the unique, yet
simple and pleasing , design, the low-lothe-floor lines, the unusual back treatment. the new styling of the arm fronts!
Add to this the roomy depth of the pieces
, shrdlusedwdfr
'
tion—tben you see • who
aril the splendid Kroehlee innerspring
why we say.
see
you
en
construction—th
"This is emphatically a valuer"

DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

tI-

FREE DELIVERY
Within 50 Miles of Paducah

Fill Your Home With New
Beauty at Lowest Prices!

Temple Hill News

I I

••

Other Stylish 2-piece TapeOrY--Suites at only $69.50

PARENTS

at

•

THE
TEACH YOUR CHILDREN

Lesson in Thrift

difs and
e are
sLOG

knowand they'll grow up
Start them early ...
The first
worth!
money's
ing bow to get their
a savings account for
step is a simple one: Open
has served Calloway Counthem at the bank that

e -oldnobile
left.

.s

$89
This Unusually Fine
3-piece Modern Suite . .

A Big

ty for years.

yilue at

EASY TERMS

CIFFIOSITS INSURED
BY

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporalien

.4

$5'95

•

4

WASHINGTON, O. C.

00 "FANIXAH 72g.:17g4 $5000

21 ?$50
:

er. and choice of five-drawer chest Or hahcla
chestrobe. Here's quality:, here's style, here's
low price—a buy—no question about it':

DEES BANK OF HAZEL

A mighty low price 'for this smart occasional table with matched walnut ve- neer top having a curly maple inlay.

Oue feature for National Furniture Week at a
price far below the usual leVel! Here is ah
exceptional value in. a refreshingly new im•clern 'design!- Created of beautifully finishl
and matched Oriental wooes, Butti walnut-rardtt
walnut 'veneers .combined 'with' other select
woods. At the above price, we include tke
lfull size bed. choice of lovely vanity or dress-

QPOQAtD

Satisfied Customers TBuilt Our Stores
Enchanre Store,
Corer?
46 and ,Yeff:
• too's*

Hazel, Kentucky

KY.

0 110,11o. 40 St.--Paducah
*in S1101:

Branch
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May ieldi
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.
trade for late model
grade. "A Boy's Song", seventh ed forever. Everything that phy- strength in the high school audi- JOY PORBERS! Sour Stomach INDIOESTION victims, why suf- age. Will
school building.
fer? For quick relief get a free car Ralph Churchill, Phone 59. Hp
off!
'ens
KW
1.:••er.
-mean
2.
and
maws
Friday
cases
October
evening.
Could
loved.
sician&
torium
us
Sandpiper."
grade.
"The
with
back
is
Jean
.
Ertima
The free program Friday night "0-Liver Sett Does It." 25e at sample of Udga. a doctor's proExaminations showed _many on do was done for him, but ell had
again.
or on
lie scription, at Dale, Stubblefield BROOMS Made for 15 cents,
Massay.
back
was
"The
and
enjoyed by a large crowd. Dale & Stubblefield.
stand
to
our
roll,
absence
the
despite
list
honor
our
before
- We worked hard
shares. Square Deal Broom Shop,
D3p.
Co.
and
calleth
come
from
has
thee"
tonight
ter
another
Three
for
weeks
on
made
us
tasaccount
cis-44stairete.-paralts
East Main St., Rail Road CrossCoach Otis Eldridge's Pine - Bluff monthly tests. - Several of
FOR RENT-brick, 4-rooms and
He leaves his father and mother, will be given.
Those fortuqggasspupils were:
0291'
bedroom, ing. Murray. Krnine delivered the _pods Sunday the Honor Roll even though we
FOR RENT-lorrushed
Coll
of
block
1
garage.
batis
and
two
two
grenetatners
t
-First grades • Ernegrand- _ A new set of world books was
met
afternoon on their home field alter were nut so much because of
with or without garage. Mrs. H.
North
Lassiter,
Ethel
326-R,
Phone
many
other
and
mothers,
relatives received this, week. thrsugh toe
Marion Alice Workman.
FOR RENT-20x70 foot business
a slow start to top the Hazel ag- feeble paralysis.lie D. Thornton, 505 W. Poplar. He
14th St.
SeCond grade: Jo and Sup Work- and friends to mourn his depart- generosity of the school board.
With a clean, quiet, orderly, and
house. Near the College Have
Vegation 12-3 behind the 5-hit
interested man. Silverine Rogers, and James ure.
Hazel's softball team will meet
FOR RENT-3-room apartment, un- several Woolen rugs for sale. 0tossing of Lefty Weaks and,the- attractive schoolroom, an
B1st.,
Oct.
RENT-ready
FOR
-Young parents and loved ones, here Friday for a game.
and live %tudent body. an efficient D. Lockhart.
private bath and priv- W. Harrison, West Main St. 08c
timely hitting of B. Bucy.
room house within 100 feet high furnished,
Third grade: Lenard Meadows.
teacher, we feel weOwill get some-'
weep not for this precious child
The fifth grade class under the school campus, undergoing re- ate entrance, also bedroom. Mrs.
Trailing 3-1 at the third inning,
Fourth grade: Roxie Workman as for those who have no hope for
•here this year. Our goal is:
direction of Miss Modell Miller pairs; garage, and all necessary Arthur Farmer, West Poplar,
Pine Bluff came to life when B.
OPEN FOR BUSINESS
Every pupil an "Honor Pupil". Our and Ben K. Ellison.
he has gone to live with Jesus in has finished an imaginary trip
1 tc
sweet
a
with
run
a
If interested see Phone 41.
Bury drove in
outbuildings.
Fifth
grade:
Wilma
J.
Jones,
motto is: My Best.
home He has prepared for through Kentucky.
that
the
of
A
conclusiOn
complete
ltp
triple and at the
M. Cole.
From bare, dirty wall and win- Rubie Parker, and Boyce Rogers. His people to await the coming of record was kept of each day, and J.
FOR SALE--Oil. Cook Stove, in
fourth stanza the Bluffers led 5-3
.
equipeasalstbe-lirst
sexentb._zradr.;
and
other
daddy
loved
S.19.[Ys.
and
_mother
.6ando4.eb.
oil goods condition. J. H. Thurmon,
perfection
-new
SALE
FOR
Pie.ttnes- were
the - places
and were nevéT itliouble-ro'N
S.
Parker, Elizabeth Jones. ones.
TM
of school we have come to: beau- Brownie
THREE MILES BENTON
collected and a very interesting cook stove and double barrel 12 10th and Olive.thence on.
tiful yellow crepe paper curWe know there is a vacant place booklet was made. The class gain- shotgun. See Mrs. T. W. Pirtle,
ROAD
"
hits
eight
like
collected
pickup,
Pine Bluff •
tains at the windows, a 4x8 work
ltp FOR SALE-1938 GMC
in their home that never can be ed much knowledge of the differ- South Ninth St.
T. ALLEN, Operator(
5 months old, low mileonly
new,
off of Brown and B. Wilson while and reading table for the primary
filled. His sweet little voice that ent regions and the development
Weeks held out for 5 safe blows. students; , a globe, three maps.
BROOMS tied lk ors on shares.
cheered them is stilled. His foot- of Kentucky.
Steel -reeeived for the Bluff and many 'charts' slt various nature;
Men at work every day, prompt
hear
they
but
no
can
steps
more,
comwill
revival
services
The
Dan Wilson stopped the sphere for eight new libriry books and .a dicNoxell Shop, Five
service.
as the ages roll may their every
Grove
Pleasant
at
South
mence
015p
Hazel. Viraks whiffed 8 would- tionary; a
Points,
hatadcolored artotype next
hope
be
meet
and
to
their
prayer
the
the
pastor.
with
Sunday
be hitters and Brown downed 4 framed "Christ and the Doctors".
baby
precious
some
in
sweet
day
prein
G.
K.
charge.
Dunn,
Rev.
while B. Wilson struck out 1. and also a framed reproduction of
Those pupils who attended school HATCHING EGGS-1f you want to
that home where there will be no
issued 2 passes: %De Dance of the Nymphs" by ceded by Quarterly meeting SaturWeaks
Lefty
every
day last month are as fol- sell Hatchery eggs next season,
and
more
heartaches
to
sorrows
a.
11
m.
day at
Brown let one go down aff'd B." Corot. The blackboards have been
please come in and see me right
lows:
and
will
their
come
family
circle
Mrs. Joe Brandon of Gunter's
Wilson gave the charity route to painted and a new chalk tray addor drop a card telling how
away
Unbroken.
be
Dorothy'
Williams, Opal Lee, Nell
2.
hens you will have and.
many
lid; the library case, teacher's desk. Flat is on the sick list.'
We know their lives are over- Scott, Ruth Scott, Lunell Brooks,
Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis of
Will • start blood
B. Bucy and L. Bucy led the !(J aid -a small table have also been
breed
what
•
...-with shadowed. The Lord can only Margrette Kendall, Wanda Linn testing and culling next month.
tins for the day.
painted to look new again. A Paducah were Sunday visitors
Lovett,
s
Edward
Jeffrey,
Charlie
their
sorrow,
they
tell,
are
exStella
Furches
Mrs.
Hatchery, R. E. Kelley.
grineing fern, and a jar of fresh their parents.
Scores by Innings:
Elkins, Thomas Lovett, _Lawrence Murray
pAiencing in bidding him
_ fareOlp
KY1 0 0 1 3 2 4 2 0 blossoms all lend a pleasing at- of Lynn Grove and Mr. and Mrs.
. „
Pine Bluff
TI
comes,
.Overby.
Murray'
Leslie Ellis.
. 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 rnosphere to our classroom.
Hazel
RonEwin
Burkeen.
Mardis.
James
Jersey
to
one
.
He
look
God,
Loved
for
FOR EXCHANGE-15-mo
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Guthrie were
A distinct advancement in our
The Hickman Creek nine, of
wounded ald Burkeen. David Lee Kendall, male for a heifer that will freshim
week end -visitors in Paris with alone, can heal your
near Dover. Tenn.. in Stever( health is clearly Seen when studyDonald
Lee,
and
Edison
EdiLee.
by January. Would consider •
their cousin. Mrs. Grace Erwin hearts, and May He help you to
county. will meet the Pine Bluff ing our "Health Chart." This chart
able to say. -The...Lord giveth son Burkeen.
be
milch cow that is fresh (T will
Mr.
Turner,
Turner.
and
_oetfit on the Bluff diamond Sat- is 24,x30 inches'. and. records our
freshen soon. J. J. Gough, MurMiss Lottie Phillips and cousin, and the Lord taketh"15ay:' Bles3healtM habits for the month.
urday afternoon. October 3,
01p
Rafe" Brooks ind less Lorene ray Route 1.
left ed be the name of the Lord."
Several pupils of seventh grade Mrs. Bessie Phillips Denham
"For him. the IroubleS of life are Hale visited the school this week.
have read several books as collat- Saturday for Detroit after several
Mrs.
See
room.
FOR RENT-one
over
days visit with relatives.
He
eral reading.
Katherine Curd. 603 Main.
.
Honor Roll
Mrs. Zetta Grogan, formerly of And little Boyd Gilbert is at rest.
The fifth and seventh grades
by
over
is
He
watched
the
angels
Dorothy Williams. Pauline Hous- TO RENT-a furnished bed room,
have made two very attractive this vicinity but now of near Pottertown. and Mrs. Bessie Thomas In that home of eternal bliss."
ton, Jaunita Holland. Opal Lee. 3 blocks from town, Eunice E
Week before last our letter got posters: "Posture." and "Aids to
revently returned from Detroit.
ltp
Lunell Brooks, Prentis Holland, Oury.
•
into the publishing otTic'e too rate Adventure."
Charles K. Jeffrey, Wanda Linn
Each grade has studied in class The former visited her children,
and was not published last week.
apartment
FOR RENT-furnished
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Grogan and
Lovett. Iteney. is lots better but can't and then illustrated a poem this Mr. and Mrs, Guthrie Grogan and
on West Majn, See Mrs. Solon
They are: second and
We wish to thank our friends,
The students made the honor
walk but was able to come over month.
Oee
their families. "Mrs. Thomas visitto schooT today. Next Friday week third grade. "The Friendly Cow", ed her brothers. George and Dewey neighbors and relatives for their roll by being present every day
fifth
"Septersber".
of
average
grade
an
and
grade.
of
making
hand
andshown
fourth
tons
sympathy
helping
our
1000
at'
-another
sh,,wor
a
her
give
SALE
will
we
FOR
Smotherman and other relatives: us during the death of our
little B.
Lime. W. E. Lewis. Dover, Tenn.
Galon Paschall was called to. infant baby born on August 27.
We are equipped and can furnish
near North Fork Sunday to see his
-Calloway County Singing Calloway County. If intereitted
We thank the grave diggers who
father who. was ill.
worked so faithful the dreadful Convention was a grand success see the County Agent. Price $2.25
The Nesbitt brothers are mak- warm afternoon in August.
with a large crowd, lots of good delivered --to Murray. or 4 mile
ing sorghum at the old stand which
We extend our many thanks to things to eat, and a number of radius.
ltp
is on the creek at the late John Dr. L. D. Hale and Dr. Houston good singers.
Ellis farm. The crop is scattering for their _unlispited service during
PAINS.
GAS
ACID.
There_ will be asspie supper at STOMACH
-Lft ms-tretp-yotretre-money-Hris-month on grocer- but some from near ICswell and the Jnonth of my illness. Words Palestine Schoolhouse Friday night.
you
cost
will
t
BEST-I
to
cane
the
their
carry
hauled
have
We
meats.ies and
canfiet express how thankful I am October 2.
this mill.
LESS.
to our dear Lord and Savior, to
is visiting spare my life a few day's
Paschall
Louise
Miss
more to
A FEW OF OUR SPECIALS
Armstrong.
Mrs.
her grandmother.
help raise my two little girls. For
25c
pounds
10
stock,
white
nice
and
POTATOES,
and Aunt. Mrs. Tom Hendrick
With God nothing shall be Imposs25c family of Mayfield.
CABBAGE, solid heads, 10 pounds
ible. St. Luke 1:37.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Orr and
23c
We are very thankful to the men
ONIONS, 10 pounds
mother, Mrs."Manervia Odd visited that came and worked out our
15e
Ifielk former neighbors. Mr. and crop. Those assisting were Mr.
BANANAS, dozen
LOANS-Pew construcW: Baker of near Scott's Lantis Outland, Mr. Joe Colson, F. H. -A.
15c Mrs.
CRACKERS, 2-lb. loox
tion, existing prorierties or reGrove church last week.
Mr. Tony Dunean, Mr. Hanl Boyd, financing. Herman Broach, Tel.
25c
VANILLA WAFERS, 2 pounds
"But without faith it is imposs- Mr. Tearl Roberts. Mr. Eddie
Ellis, 289.
if
29c
that
he
for
pounds
Him:
please
to
10
ible
69c;
MEAL, half bushel,
Mr, Regie Ellis. Mr. Frank Lee.
that
69c
believe
must
God
to
cometh
FLOUR, Red Bird, 24 pounds
Mr. Ivison Hilman. Mr. Lowell FOR SALE-cheap, excellent brass
He is. and that He is a rewarder Jones. ,
THRIFTY, 24-lb. sack
ceiling light fixture, complete.
TEA, quarter pound Lipton's 25e;_tea -glass FREE.
Lyon's Best, 24-lb. sack 95c
Aim."
19e of them that diligently seek
May the Lod bless each of you Ledger & Times office.
BEECHNUT TOMATO CATSVP, large size • '
Jesus said. "Come unto me all ye in time of need'and distress is our
GREEN BEANS, No. 1 cans
labor and are heavy laden prayer.-Mr. and Mrs. Hardy El- FOR SALE-Cut Flowers, Dahlias,
1c-that
No. 2 cans
Standard Pack
APPLEBUTTER, 2-1b. jars
Gladiolas and Roses, 50c per doz.
and I will give -you rest."
lis.
15e
cans
1-2
Ole
CANNED PRUNES, fresh, 2
Mrs. Gilbert Grogan is visiting
Mrs. I. T. Crawford.
28e relatives in Detroit.
WASH PANS, white enamel
FOR SALE-Holtoii-frombone, case
58e- Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Paschall and
GIANT SIZE BARS
SLOP JARS
ANDt WRITE NAPTHA
--and cover. Excellent condition.
and
43e.
Martha
tluldie.s.
Charles.
WASH BOARDS, Brass
if
Times.
&
Eugene Boyd, Ledger
relatives in Tennessee last
ed

'

Eldridgemen Top
Hazel Nine 12-3

Lawrence Filling
Station

S. Pleasant Grove

Palestine School

QUALITY
MEATS

-

WORTHWHILE

With TENDER CHOICE CUTS That
Make Delicious Meals

sr

Pleasant. Grove
School News

Buy meats that conform to the rigid
standard of our excellent quality

Card of Thanks

BETTER MEATS AT PRICES THAT.
ARE REALLY VALUES

Murray Meat Market

TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD MARKET

Telephone 12

CIASSI EID
araiMILSIM

KROGER'S
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

.

a

PURE PORK SAUSAGE, 2 pounds
VEAL STEAK -sr CHOPS, 1 pcund
SWIFT'S PREMIUM or ARMOUR'S SLICED BACON
CANADIAN BACON, DRESSED CHICKENS,
BROOKFIELD SAUSAGE, Pound

Lynn Grove High
News

35c
25e

week.
The six weeks examinations will
Good interest manifested at the
be given this week, as this comeven38c prayer meeting last Sunday
pletes the first six weeks of
ing at J. S. Smotherman's.
school. And to make the honor
•
27c
roll, the students must make all
A's and B's, in deportment. as well
37
•
•
PHONE
• • •
as in the subjects they are taking.
The fifth and sixth .grade honor
On August 22. 1936. the spirit of
Little Boyd Gilbert. son of Oscar roll was omitted last week, so we
and Dorothy McClain. took its will give it this week:
Fifth grade: Treva Dell Cole.
---sitsfilght to God Os gave ,it,
Sixth grade: Maurita. Morris:
He was born August 12, 1931
Galen Gough. the miracle strong
Age four years and ten days. His
his feats of
stay on earth was short-but was man will perform
so much pleasul-'e and and happiness to his parentSt He had such
a. bright and sweet disposition,
haying a. word -and smile for
me was ill .two weeks
.
y
and was carried to CliniesHospital
several limes for treatment and
c last Tuesday morning was carried
and operated on and remained
there, until after his little- spirit
He asked them
paaped away.
severit times to carry him home.
but thanks be unto God, he is at
sss home now, a building of. God, a
house not made with hands, eternal in the' heavens. He is at rest
from all pain and his !Seer is coolIi Pays to lead the Clardfleds

WE DELIVER

FLOUR
CORN-PEAS-TOMATOES
SOAP

Obituary

Helps Babies Rest
Ends Colic Pains,
Aids Digestion
Irtos

row bibs

tows about, miss lo

. ruled!
" siftltab;bili=
jilitalire,Gie
UMW aa
"la
dd. ends nu ermteeeitde
ism
ad,disa helps them
liL
al
=
Mski•es
n
ebeerful amis. Timm doniliose.
Bay Iltimir is seeds ef sae woo
morose sod wynop. It arms bass. Yeas
Ent bee neeven-drie-dllesede
Sall exactly how so ma it. Teases geed. Gen
menet prasipdy. Two oh.: 35c, 60c. lath/
Dale & Stubblefield
-

I

SUNBURST _

BOTTLE

Swann's Grocery

v,

Sâf

Pasteurized Food
'

RETURN MILK BOTTLES
When you buy a bottle of milk. you assume an °MI,
gallon to see that the empty bottle is returned to the route
man or the grocery from ohlch you bought the milk.

Murray Milk Products Co.
Telephone 191-

_
AI •

4

24-PRONES-25
10 lbs. Noethern Potatoes ____ 25e
:.--..14 lbs. Breitrn Beauty
30c
P•tatees
IN lbs. Northern Potatoes__ 2220
25e
10 lbs, Cabbage
SLIO
56 lbs. /Cabbage.
Large Florida Grape Fruit ____ 5c
bee
111,4113s. fine Beet Sane
10-lb. cloth _bag Case Sugar 55c
25c
10 lbs. Onions
15e
2 lbs. Big Master Cocas
15c
2-lb. box Crackers
58c
4-lb. carton Pure Lard
36.70
50-lb. can Pure Lard
3 lbs. Prunes or Raisins ...i.„,„.25e
10 flavors Royal Gellatin Dessert.
_Sc
_
Package, each
2e to Sc
Green Beans, lb. ___
3c 10,5r
Green Peas, lb.
3c
Turnips. lb. 50c
Gallon Golden gyre*
55e
Gallon White Syrup
20c
0. R. Fancy Coffee. lb.
Gold Bloom., Gold Star. Silver
Moon, Sunny Brook Coffees,
these in jars---% ere 36e25c
Now
20c
6 boxes Matches
tic
SELL 'Fre* Eggs for ,

Swann's Grocery

75c
Armour'eStar Bacon, 2 lbs.
35c .1
2 lbs. Veal Chops
35c
2 lbs. Sausage
35c
2 lbs. Beefsteak
25c
2 lbs. Liver
25c
2 lbs. Hamburger Meat .....
10c and 12 1-2c
Mutton
12 1-2c Chuck Roast
10c
Rib Roast
14c
Lard
25c
Hens
25c
2 lbs. Oleomargarine
13c Salt Meat
KANSAS CITY STEAKS
a
Highest Market Prices Paid in Cash for '
Chickens, Eggs and Hides
WE BUY RAGS and SCRAP IRON

Shroat Bros.
MEAT MARKET
Free Delivery

COFFEE
SUGAR
BREAD
ONIONS
SALMON

•

Phone 214

3

JEWEL,

French 20c

PURE CANE

3 Pounds for

10 Pounds
12-OU4CE LOAF

49c

5c
22c
10c

in-POUND BAG
4.

CHOICE ALASKA

ROLLED OATS, C. Club Br.
2 small pkgs. or
15c
1 large pkg.
PINEAPPLE, Rosedale sliced
35c
2 No. 2 1-2 cans

a

MILK

C. Club, lb. 97c

3

SARDINES Oil, 6 quarter size cans 25c
Must. 3 - 3-4 size cans 25c
CANDY BARS,3 bars 10c
Chewing Gum,3 pkgs. 10c

-Sliced Bacon

63c
25c
10c
50c

1-Pound can

Red Cross MACARONISPAGHETTI, 6 pkgs. 25c
PANCAKE FLOUR, C. Club
TWO 20-oz. pkgs. ... 15c
... 25c
5-pound sack
•MUSTARD, qt. jar . . -19c.
WALNUTS, Diamond
NO:it pound

Another sale on Kroger's Fancy Sliced Breakfast
Baron. Compare the quality with the bacon You
have been baying, and you'll admit it's a wonPOUND
derful value. No rind, no waste.

25c

lb. 25c

BULK
27c
2 Pounds
LARD
' NOT JOWLS
Pound 20c
HUNTER BACON SQUARES
DOZEN
Golden Yellow
15c
BANANAS
5c
Pound
RED TOKAY GRAPES
Pounds for
Sack
4-95
2
100-Lb
CABBAGE
-Pound Peck
sack
37c
POTATOES 100-Pound 129 15
2 Heads
25'
CAULIFLOWER 12 Size
STALK
MICHIGAN
CELERY

1

.•

,

•

•

•

•

ese".•
••••••••••

ir late model
, Phone 59. ltp

15 cents, or on
I Broom Shop,
I Road Cross029P

foot business
oli.ege- Have
s for sale. 0.
Slain St. 08c

USINESS

Filling
in

BENTON
)

)perator C

1
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toward paying for these things
needed so badly.
The seniors are strutting around
terribly since their class rings have
arrived.
Two new students were added to
W14111 Entertainers to Perform Frn. our enrollment last week bringing
our enfollment in high school to
day Night; Seniors Get Rings.
57 and 22 in the seventh and eighth
Hope to Raise School Funds
''grades.
The senior class play will get
Eveis, ssdy at Almo is very busy
this wssk preparing for the fair Under way, within the next few
to be tuld Friday and Saturday of' days under the sponsorship of Mr.
this week. As this is the first af- Billington. The title MSS net, yet
fair like this in three or four years, been selected but a western play
seems to be the choice of the
a very large crowd is expected.
group. Watch for pariculars in
High lights of the proerith will
paper a little later.
be muiic by' the Delmore Brothers,. this
George Wilkerson and Curt Poulton from WSM, Nashville, Tenn.
They will be on program at 1:30
p. in. and 7:30 p. m., Friday. Octo-less?. Admission will be 10c and
Former county judge Q. A. Hale
2.5c. •
sat
Chapel program for last week has been named Finance Chairwas provided by the junior class. man for Calloway county in the
campaign.
national
The next Is to be given' by the Democratic
sophomores Friday. October 9. - Judge Hale has also been named
In connection with the Fair, one- of the state electors by James
there is being conducted a contest H. Farley, chairman of the Denise
between all classes in the junior- critic. National Committee.
senior high school grades to see
Contributions received will be
which can get the largest amount sent to Williamson who will for- of donations in the way of eats to ward them to Treasurer W. Forbes
be sold by the school. The school Morgee at national committee
needs several library books, a lot headqUirters in the Hotel Hiltof athletic equipment, a new piano: Shore. New York City, Roosevelt
and we have already purchased a elector certificates will be issued
- set of Delco light batteries: and it to all contributors.
Is hoped thSt we can raise a nice
amount to help as much as possible
Read the Classified Column.

ALMO PLANS FOR
FAIR THIS WEEK

,C. A. Hale Named
- Finance Chairman

rigid
lity

THAT

Lovely
JOAN
BENNET

MURRAY TIGERS
DOWN CLAY 19-0

Gough To Perform
at Lynn Grove

Card of Thanks
We wish to extend our sincerest
thanks to the many friends who
were so kind, thoughtful and sympathetic in the illness and death
of our beloved husband and father.
Especially do we thank the choir
which sang so beautifully, Brother
Havens and Mr. H. W. Molifield
for their consolitig words.—Mrs.
0. A. Butterworth and children.

are always welcome
women enhance their attractiveness by paying particular attention to good grooming. And speaking
of grooming—let's think of hosiery
for a moment. With most of us
(B.A.*) there has been little choice-it's first one kind—then another.
But now, through a secret process of
giving a high balanced twist to silk
thread, ADMIRATION offers hosiery
which gives longer wear, betterfit and
stew
Try ADMIRATION COEITL^ME HOSIERY
just once and you'll find it a lasting friend.
• Sdo.,
"Smart

2. Club
. . 15c
. 25c

heart section
on the rght shows loosely
I,)•1 k USed in ordinary
bouffy.
tb. left is the
twed-fas all s.
hligh-swiA
ADMilit1TION COSTUME iiiisIERY. This
by a secret pre.
I,
errh h insures hanger
wear, aaded beauty and
a perfr,i'Dii tot %Orgy kg
ankle.

RYAN'S
Since 1880
Murray's Leading Dry Goods Center

A beautiful pure silk, full fashioned Laddies' Hose, regularly sold for 69c, in all
new fall stRades. Sizes 8 1-2 to 10 1-2...

25c
27c

20`
'
15`
5c

•••

—5
37`
25'
5'

County Agent Explains Plan for
Those Co-operating in
Soils Program
The County Agent has been advised that farmers. of this County
cooperating in the Soil Conservation Program can receive payment
of 50 cents per 80 pounds of 20
per cent or its equivalent phosphate used under wheat provided
there will be seeded a grass or
legume in this wheat. One must
use at least 160 pounds and not
more than 400 pounds for payment.
Payment 'will be made only on
units of 80 pounds.
No payment can be made for
soil building practices unless the
soil .building allowance is large
enough to pay it. The lime used
on land this fall will have to be
on a,,cover crop of small grain or
on grits or clover before payment
can be received. Lime spread now
for lespedeza in the spring must
be on land seeded to a cover crop.
GRAVE YARD DAY
There will be an all day Grave
Yard Day at the Barnett Grave
Yard, near Poplar Spring, Saturday, October 3. The Rev, J. H.
Thurman will preach at 11 a. m.
Plan to come and spend the day.

49c

Hillman Thurman
Gets. Free Trip

GRAND AYE.

• Cr
out..

LINDELL

0113OURive
eaktwatito (aR eomiott
Experienced travellers *no...,
that a pleasant night's rest
awaits them in St Louts at
Hotef Melbourne. Soft cornfortoble beds; every luxury;and
very fine food at moderate cost.
0.P. GREATHOUSE.

Mitring

H. L.
Enterprise.
Providence
Waterfield, editor of the Hickman
County Gazette, Hickman, was
chosen. vice-president, and Mrs.
John Lawrence, who has _become
associate publisher of the Cadiz
Record, of which her late husband
was editor after the death of his
brother, Hens)' -Lawrence, was
elected secretary-treasurer.
The editors were guests , of the
Paducah Sun-Democrat at
luncheon..
The Associaton adopted resolutions endorsing the movement' to
free Kentucky's toll bridges and
commended the State Highway Department for .hiring a competent_
engineer and its movement to
pave the main highways of the
state. The entire program was informal.
s,
Seven farmers started alfalfa
demonstration. fields_ in Letcher
county last month.

There will be a very important
meeting of the young Democrats
of Calloway county at She court
house Tuesday night,_ October 6,
at 7:15 o'clock, for the etrpose of
planning the Presidential campaign
for November. This meeting is.
being called by Guy Billington
who was recently appointed Democratic campaign ehairmari'ler this
county by Eugene Mosley, state
campaign chairman.
We are to plan a complete organization for the Young Democrats of the county, it is hoped that
every section of the CoUtiZwilt:be
represented.
Signed; Guy ENIllegtca
W. 0. W.

•
•-

Oa

•McLAGLEN • RUSSELL
(Ito MlocaWt)

(fIsnoszeotis5
VW:

tOregory IWO!• Hiiibert- Mundin
Nigel Bryce • C., Henry Gordon

AND A.CAST OF 10,000
• •DARRYL Fil&NUCK
`20dtpCentury4roduction

GROGAN REALTY eOMPANY

CHILD HEALTH CONFRILENCE
There will be a Child -Health
Conference at Coldwater Friday
afternoon, October 2. Mrs. Hazel
Adams will be in charge.
It Pays to Head the CIaaarieda

BALCONY.. 16c
TILL 5:00 P. M.
(Except Sunday)

IWO %tiff pausam.

STRAIGHT Fiat"
the SHOULDER"
A Paramount Pat.,. we**

RALPH BELLAMY • KATHERINE LOCKE
DAVID HOLT • ANDY CLYDE •

Promoted by Joseph M.SelbeaciZ
Okected by Fronk Uoyd,
A14044141 Proslocei Pornewd Caff111)

Office Over Dale & Stubblefield

Real Estate Bought and Sold
—FIRE INSURANCE
Travelers Fire Insurance Co.
Sun Fire Insurance Co.

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

SUNDAY and MONDAY

DOES A MAN

Collecting and adjusting of notes and
accounts
BEN GROGAN, Manager
'
MURRAY,KY.
PHONE 472
•—•

•

THE,ONE
HE LOVES BECAUSt__
HELOVESSO MUCH.,
Now You Can KNOW!

I have taken over the'Standard Oil
Station on North Fourth Street, formerly
run.13,y C. 0. Beach.
A Fresh Line of Groceries

FRESH COFFEE AND CANDY
We grind your coffee when you buy

STOP AND TRADE WITH US

We proudly present
JOAN CRAWFORD
ROBERT TAYLOR
LIONEL BARRYMORE
—in
"THE GORGEOUS HUSSY"

•

••••••• -•••••••••.-

•

The Murray W. 0. W.'will have,
regular meeting in W.O.W. Hall
Friday, October 2, at 7 p. m.

Itoppesed_On• Night)

(Seos Geo.)

FREE SATURDAY — —Pound of fresh
- ground coffee with ea-ell 10 gallons
gasoline

s 4.

To Lay Pleas for County
Presidential Campaign; Expect Large Crowd

COLMAN COLBERT

Prof. J. 0. Compton, of Butler,
N. J., has been elected instructor
in the commerce .department of
Murray College. Mr. Compton assumed his duties at the beginning
of the fall semester.
Born and reared in Calloway
County. he received his B.C.S. and
A.B. degree in commerce from
Bowling Green Business College.
Later he received his master's degree from Western State Teachers
College, Bowling Green, Ky.

Manager

r2 —

G. M. Pedley, publisher of The
Lyon County Herald was elected
president of the West Kentucky
Press Association at the annual
meeting held in Paducah Friday.
He succeeds J. L. Bradley, of The

ftIrku rise

s

.
•

YOUNG DEMOS TO,
MEET TUES. NIGHT

— SATURDAY ONLY

TODAY AND FRIDAY

North Fourth Street

se.)

Volume CIV; 14O. 40

CAPITOL

R. D. 4ANGSTON

siammisiishisess•-•

$2.00.1:rear to anyy address

R. H. "TonO.Therman left Wednesday
merning
for
Excelsor
SprinssMo., where he will be the
guest o 'Els district manager for
four days. "Tony" received this
free trip by being one of some
175 agents, of this district, of the
New York Life Insurance Co. to
sell enough insurance in the fiscal
year to merit such. The district
Breathitt county homemakers are
covers Western Kentucky, Southern
Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, Louisi- now canning vegetables rather
ana. New Mexico, and Colorado. than pickling them. says the home
demonstration agent.
He will return Monday

NOTICE

`k:

SI.54)thae ySetaarte eof Zrektilly.

CIRCULATION APRIL 13-2,935, SWORN TO.
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

Last Monday night, September
21. the Hazel Future Farmers initiated 17 boys that wished to become members of the Hazel F. F.
A. organization. They were Perry
Boyd Brandon, William Henry
Oliver, H. B. Chrisman, Carlos
Steele, Rudell Parks, Hawley Bucy,
Roy Harmon, Edd Miller Jr., Joe
Parker, William Adams, Frank
Ralph Cochran, James Marshall
Overcast, Bob TurnbowS Thomas
Lawrence. Bogard Dunn, Robert
Hendon, and James H. Grogan.
The were all proud to join our
club and we were glad to aceept
them as members.
After the additional 17 new
members were added to our chapter. we have a very strong club
with a total of 36 members.

TILL 5:00 P. M.
(Except Sunday)

Prof. J. 0. Compton
Is New Member
Of Commerce Staff

ry and Stewart Countie llea-

•;•
17 Are Initiated by Pedley Elected West
Hazel F.F.A. Club Kentucky Press Head

BALCONY.. 16c

•

AWILIRATION

Special for SATURDAY ONLY:

WHEAT PROGRAM
PAYMENTS GIVEN

HONOR ROLL

Correspondents and local adver
Win First Conference Game; All- Users who get their copy in by
Monday:—
britten and Lassiter Star
for Murray
Scatter Brain
Bank of Murray
The Murray High School _Tigers
First Baptist Church
won their first conference game
Murray Milk Products Co.
Thursday night by defeating the
Murray Paint & Wallpaper Co.
Clay Red Devils ,194). Allbritten,
Johnson-Fain Appliance Co.
a hard driving back, led the ofStella Gossip
fense, and Lassiter, Murray's stelHeath • School News
rest
The
defense.
lee_ center, the
T. 0. Turner
sluggish
of 'the team played rattier
Murray Meat Market
compared with their performance
North Goncord News
with Greenfield, Tenn., the prevR. D. Langston
ious week.
Capitol Theatre
The Tigers were well. botAd up
Dale & :Stubblefield
by an inferior but scrapping Clay
Faxon School News
eleven until the final quarter with
Faxon Facts
the exception of Allbritten's return
Hazel High School
of a punt for SO yards and a
Hazel F. F. A.
touchdown. The way was paved
with a timely block by kassiter.
The patch was carved for both
Tiger touchdowns in the final
quarter by recovered fumbles. Buc•
hpnan scooped up the first and
Galen Gough. undisputable Herwhen the oval had been worked to
of the modern age, will perthe. 25-yard stripe Allbritten took cules
his feats of strength again in
a lateral and scampered around form
county at Lynn Grove this
right end for the marker. He con- this
Friday night at 7:30. Gough
verted with a drop kick. Captain coming
long be remembered for his
Milburn Provine captured another will
here in Murloose ball after the visitors re- wonderful exhibition
Tuesday night. He not
ceived the kick-off and Humphreys ray last
with his
circled left end for 20 yards and only entertained them
of strength
feats
great,
in
prowess
score.
the
Murray made twelve first downs hut cleverly sketched cartoons of
His witty reto Clay's nine. The Tigers com- humorous mention.
pleted only one pass for fifteen marks of friendly attitude kept
yaells in six tosses. The visitors everyone in high spirits until he
clicked on two passes for twenty- started his thrilling strongman act.
seven yards out of ten attempts. From then on everyone held tight
three of which were intercepted. to their seats until Gough had
completed a performance which
bewildered and amazed all.
Murray 4I9)
Poor -- --61aY
Herrin
Numerous people could not get
Mil'n Provine LE
LT
McCord in to the high school here last
Oakley
J. Williams Tuesday and have requested their
LG
M. Provine
Shelton desire. to see Gough in actiOis
C
Lassiter
T. Williams Principal Arnett of the Lynn Grove
RG
Huie
RT
Price High School said that he would
Crider
RE
Hale arrange for seating capacity so
Wells
Stanley everyone could get a seat in the
QB
Cutchin
Brown large auditorium.
LH
An immense
Allbritten
Johnson crowd is expected.
RH
Humphreys
A
Donovan
FB
Buchanan
Touchdowns—Allbritten 2, Humphreys. • Extra Point—Allbritten.
Officials—Sledd (Murray), referee:
Powell tAbilene), umpire; Woodall

(*.Array). heactlinesman.

t
'
Sitar of Pairessoun
Productions

The Heart
of Your Hose

"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon October 1, 1936
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OCTOBER 4th. TO 10th.
When Owner Burns Out
probably foe _years. In addition.
Paaple Make Own Rates
Mortgagee Can't Collect
taxable property is removed from
Economic condaimas tor the last
the! tem.:nits (a most' serious matThe Iowa supreme court has
ter at preseriVand- the resulting de- five years have caused people to
found that the Hanle Mutual InBy Rutherford Morgan
crease in collectible taxes must be stop and think about many matters,
The high school boys have been surance Association of Carroll
made up by the more careful and therefore, there never was a more
Shelves county is not liable to the mortEmphasizing the seriousness' of fortunate citizens who have escap- opportune time to make the Amer- busy this week building
ican public fire and accident pre- for a library. They have also gagee, where the premises insured
the first waste and pointing out ed a disastrous fire.)
vention-conscious than now, Chair- painted the tables that were made were destroyed by the owner. The'
bow fires can be prevented is
policy, provided that no recovery
man W. P. Fischer of the fire and to be used in biology.
primary purpose of Fire Prevenfor loss caused by
accident prevention committee of
tion Week, to be observed October
The boys of the eighth grade could be had
41)
4 to 10 =naive. During the
the National Association of lnsur- have constructed and painted three the design of the insured and the
-Palm
West
----- - loss_ payable clause provides that
Agents.
Wee*:Ibis
study-tables
Period In--question,- every citizen ie
Monday's here again sci. -perloss is made payable to the mortFla.. reported for his committee in
urged to aid an this worth-white
Two high school students, Rob4
haps we'll get the Ledger & Times.
gagee, subject to all the conditions '
the Grand Rapids convention.
campaign, and all should particiert Hoak and Jack Hargrove were
too late to read of
course
of
Yes,
,
policy.
the
fo
with
the
ev
to
ripe
educate
is
.
,The
time
activities
the
rl
e
pate in
enrolled thes_week and we are exSaturday bargains or Sunday apThe court held that a provision
public to dr 'fact that they make pecting dree others the latter part
means at their command.
pointments but news. nevertheless.
that the loss is payable to a mortFire
Undertheir own rates.-Nat'L
students
new
To appreciate what the observThree
week.
this
of
State
the.
We're just back from
gagee is merely a designation id ance means, sight should not be Fair at Nashville. Mr. and Mrs. writer.
have also been enrolled in the
the person to whom. it is to be"'
lost of the fact, that fire destroys Lulus Spiceland Mr. and Mrs. Rosa Pleasant Valley was me the map. grades.
_t
paid and is not an amigninen ad&
twee- Manes and jobs, and places eoe _Spiceland. Mrs. Lloyd and We bad bell games:
We were honored Friday after- the policy. Hence, it is the
Plays. etiterApproximatelyone.
every
a tax on
Master Robert Spiceland,
tainmesits, etc_ like e full grown noon by a visit from Farmington age sustained by the party Insured
10,000 persons lose their /Ives by
High School's first teams of both and not by the party appointed
twice berore that I'd school.
vowed
Ice
milof
fire annually. and hundreds
The -next year with Paul Mont- boys and girls to play softball. to receive payment that is recoverbecause I get so
again
;o
never
lions of dollars in created wealth
the
tired • of walking .and jostling in gomery as principal we still pro- The Coldwater girls defeated
able from the insurer.
are reduced to wales-year- after
Coldstich a crowd and almost having gressed. Even won second prize Farmington girls, and in turn
year.
the
by
defeated
my ear drums burst with the con- on our exhibit, a miniature bluff, water boys were
MURRAY M. IL CIRCUIT
Farminftun boys. The games were
Those who have given the sub- fusion of noises caused by ferris at the county fair.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ject. serious consideration and are wheels, an aleess, water _wheel*
Ifollaw-- the--.-sehooi- hire enjoyed by a rilimher of persons
in a position to speak authorita- roller coasters, merry go rounds. tory further for at the end of the !rpm both vicinities. 'A return
Mr Max Hurt, district lay leader
tively hold that practically all this car races, blaring orchestras, deaf- firth year we came to Tennessee. game is scheduled with Farmington
for the Paris Dittriet will deliver
waste is wholly unnecessary, as ening loud speakers, and the rest Old school manes. Mess's. Crass and on Friday, October 21.
address at Goshen M. E.
with reasonable care and fore- of the shrieks, roars rumbles and Fox succeeded us, and I'm. sure
The sixth grade under the direc- -the
thought fire can be averted. It rackets which accompany such an they agree with us that Pleasant tion of the teacher. has started a Church, South next Sunday morning at II o'clock. Every member
may be somewhat -difficult
assemblage '''br'Itin • bent. -atterneye Velley has been to us all a very study of forestry in its various
of the church is urged to be preschange the deep-seated, carelest making intent ladies and gents.
pleasant valley.
forms.
ent. Visitors always welcome.
Lloyd Spiceland and wife spent
habits 0,f. the average citizen, but
And really my resolution held
The third and fourth grades are
Calling all officials, and especialmost of the existing hazardous till noon and Mrs. Lucile Spice- the week end at his mothers. He working on a colonial life project
ly the stewards of the entire circonditions can and should be land and I window shopped tall and Lee Warren Fox are almostl.„supere.ised by the teacher.
cuit to meet in the basement of
remedied_
d,,eighth grades
The seventh
then, but finally decided we might neighbors since Mr. Fox teaches at
Fist Methodist Church Saturday,
Mattoon.
period
nummbly
very
the
joined
so
a
that
something
a
show
miss
gave
Officau records
profane
October 19.at 1.30 p. m. You will
spent
My
a
old
grandmother
conprogram
again
passed
fires
the
last Friday.
berless throng and
large percentage of all
be needed; i nthis meeting. It is
daughter.
week
her
recently
with
sketches.
too
sisted of two blackface
mg in the United States are inside the gates, but I'm still
ous..----------.4... .
and
Lovint.
They
Mrs.
Virgil
A pie supper is to be given at y
easily preventable, they being due tired to be enthusiastic, so exA special series of"sermons will
Fred
Bill Mc- the school house Friday night, OcMcClure's and
mainly to carelessness. failure to cuse me.
be delivered at New Hope Mettle:
Last week's Ledger & Times Clure's family, Rainey Lovins, tober -2.
remove fire hazards fran the
dial Episcopal Church, South, bepremises, improper use of gaso- with ats many correspondents' let- Gleruth Wisehart and Jess Mcginning Sunday. October 11, at 2
line and electricity, poor building ters made me think people were Clure and Miss Annie Willis spent
A flor.k of 100 purebred pullets p. m. The Rev. E. B. Rucker of
construction, and other avertible getting more generous and cer- Sunday at Mr. Clay M.cClures,
Mrs. Cornelia Kirks is having a have paid the grocery bill with Martin,. Term., will bring them for
causes.
tainly they are making the paper
Fiddler's Contest over here at Pop- money 'to spare in the past 10 us. Let all work to make this a
The campaign to- be carried on more interesting.
good week'for the cause of Christ.
during Fire Prevention Week is
It's always with a thrill"of pride lar Spring Friday with premiums months. says Bill Fultz of Boyd
. P. C.
L. Z. Hurley,
county,
to
inner
tubes
from
overalls:
of
advancemeal
primarily to impress upon the pub- that I read of any
NanLou
Miattie
Starks.
line
lic consciousness the - enormity off former pupils. I hope they enjoy
worthy. May--E.-- Saab.-high-seheel- days at Coward
our unnecessary waste of life
Stewart.
property by fire to the end that as much as I did. Somehow I
Second grade: Betty Ann Har- dangerous copditions may be. im- can't stifle a sigh of regret though
gis. Dorothy Nell Riteiell Mildred proved and fire careiessness be over the abandonment of the old
Norsworthy Robert Rosa.
high school room at Pleasant Val•
eliminated.
Fourth grade: Jamas,Hargis, Osie
Too many fond memopes
It has been demonstrated that ley.
Bell, Maud Ron; Virginia Ross.
fire prevention, when intelligently haunt that old school house for me
Fifth grade: Beyd NorswOrthy, and consistently applied, pays big to imagine it being almost desertHenry E4wathi-A4Miss. Z., B. Bus- dividends, not only to individuals ed.
men.
Hubert Bell and I spent one
t communities as well. Fire
Seventh grade: Theron- thine-IL Prevention Week. therefore. should very cooperatIve year. there. then
Rcy Rose. Nell Pace. Charlene Tid- be only part of an all-year-round Linus Spiceland came along and
well. Edwin Russell. J. B. Crisp,. program. Permanent practical re- made a very favorable impression.
The patrons have shown great sults are secured through continu- .on the assistant at least' then
Interest in the progress of the ous acti%hues.
Mr. F. H. Spiceland took the reins
Composition
FORD'S
school and many visitors .have
Fire Prevention hi both a duty .to his very capable hands and
are
the
Roofs
started
asfel7 C7was
come- duetileise pest make "
-school
high
a
actual
-abnegate:a. ft means
f the visitors have been W. E. savings in
clone shingles.
s and cents • toe us Next 'year enthusiastic Blanche
areweirthy. our trtistee: Mrs. W. all .If a -1111ellmerhmens- men are Sherman came as the third teacher-.
Mrs. thrown old afaeleggeipaimg. ;seen- The old school was flourishing by
Mr. and
Norsworthy
Eliminates one of the
rr.as Crisp Bert Russell. Ocus relents implies( and Illon .ecen- then. One day the parents, pupils
greatest fire HAZARDS
- aaft_ Mrs. °ens Swift. Mrs. Isiah muruty as afratitioke,as advent* ef- Ind teachers had • dinner on the
-reas Mrs Janie Russell, Mrs. L fected.lin account of the-gleereased ground at the school house. We
. . Roof Fires from
- Swift, Mrs. Glen +Venable. Taz purchasing power of the men who always had crowds at any enter_chimneys and burning
-apelatid. Mrs.:1-a D. Houiper, lost their jobs became of the de- tainment. The next year the Spicelaves.
d many others.
struction of the plant in which land trio 'and by then I was intThe Safety Asphalt
faculty.
Rev. Myrick conducted chapel they had worked, many of them cluded, composed the
Shingle is the cheapest,
rrices last Friday. He made -0
ery interesting talk_
lasts longer, fits closer

Coldwater School
Notes

Purposes Of Fire
Prevention Week
Observance.

the

Across the River

Heath_Sejlool News
Almost three month.: .1 our
sigheel have petard and the students are very interested in their
studies_
We org,arazed two literary societies during the first month and
have put on three %,,ery
ing Friday afternoon ;programs to
the hearty applause of* many of
the patrons.
"-cur softball team hag played our
neighboring school Blakely. three
-woemlus.ng, the first two tills

-.4 one point each.: and winning the
thud-by-a-34-score- EspeciaL
lion should be made, of the pitching Of Venable. a recent enrollee;
and the catching of Crisp. This
battery was ably assisted by our
first baseman. Russell. -who never
drops one in reach', and Riese. our
shortstop who strs all that comes

"
We Are Cooperating
•
—in

We had an Ice cream supper to
bug -maps and books and plan to
have a pie supper soon.
Our honor roll for the second
month of school follows:
. First grade: Thomas Bell. Ber-

Fire Prevention
Week

—*

Gunter's Flat

Guard Against Fire!

Mg. and Mrs. Clarence Cole of
Si bailia. Mo.. spent the • week end
.fornier's parents. . Mr. i
and Mrs. George Cole.
. Mr. and Mrs. Holland Witherrpoon are the parents of a 10- ;
pound girl. born Thursday
Mr, and Mrs. Edgar Wells. Carnell Wells and Hera Parks attended the Tri-State Fair at Memphis
Friday and Saturday.
•
Mrs. lint Mack was in Hardin
last week visiting her sister.
Mrs. Joe Brandon was in Murray Monday and Tuesday nigh:
visiting
her 'nephew, Prentice ,
Overbey. wilt was ill with an in- '
fected hand He was later carped
tc the Mason HospitaL
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hayes and.
fatsitli were in Mayfield Saturday. •

i
PREVENT FIRES
LOWER INSURANCE RATES

Have Your Wiring Checked
- Begin thUis ii naving your wiring for lighting-and all appliances checked.
_
Short circaii.i have been 'known to ignite gas-;

f

clothtm;tetials,

paper, and even wdisl.

is a dangerous fire hazwing
ard. Don't take chances with amateur
when the services of the-best electricians is bye little'more costly and even less so in. the aggregate.
- FAULTY WIRING

" For even the smaller wiring jobs--ipbs sometimes done yourself—secure the servie's of an experienced eleetrinian. This policy will give- you
greater(saitisfactioe in your electrical seryice and
.safeguard your property and possibly your life. '

V

Play §afe by Always Securing
Experienced Electricians

KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE
LIGHT & POWER CO.

•

MURRAY

KENTUCKY

• ' k.-and Mrs,Wavel Curd attended a -family reunion Sunday at
the former's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Hardy Curd, of near Hazel.
Mrs. Edgar - Nesbitt. who visited
- .Ire fr:r a few days. returned to
..r hc,rrie in Detroit, Mich_ Sat.-day accampanfed by ber broth,
- Hubert Cole. for an extended
.sit.
A number from this comnSunity
.
.- .tavadaa-ilter *Orem at - Pialestine
---asday. They reported 'Souse fine
•aging'
Estelle 'Hayes entertained the
sauth P'seasarrt .•Grove t'pworth
: ague Thursday.
Refreshments.
f cake and ice .cream were served.
Mrs. George Cole. Mrs. Joe Bran. in,- Mrs. J. .F.. Wells and Mrs.
,vg vel Curd spent Friday as the
'tiests of Mrs. James ,Hester Foe'or near Oak Groat. Ile .fell and Jesse Brandon of
r'aducah si.er.-it the•week end viFlt. 3g their • peep*.
Mr. .and . Mrs.
'
Ts y Brandon.-"Rose .bud"

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
ievt-rybody re44s it!

and is a greater protection.

SAFEGUARD Your Afrimc
. . AGAINST FIRE

PROTECT YOUR INTERIOR FINISHINGS, FURNITURE-AND YOUR HOME WITH A NEW ROOF
BEFORE WINTER SETS IN
Winter

"ehearrerscee
;
,40'
eew"ce,,74,0*'herhee'''

.. °
-,e---seseaNnsese"se-ee-a---"a•sea

Have your home weatherstripped,.repairs
made wherever needed, probably- some windows re-hung, and of course a new roof if the
present one is ageing.

Spend This Winter in Your Own
Home

There is Still Time to Build
Before Winter!
FREE
servichlressiliered by this office is the

f_st the NOW
twerwinagrhstide is help policy holders reduce fire
eassa
hazards. tberels-Mlig rates.
We ail* the very best infisranee eervice and protection
Do yddr- pare in floe prevention and ask -ear help. given with
no cost rer obligation
Property (inner% %Wilda realize tabe - libe value of keine
ha. increased and thereby their hisurasse needs flia
Increased- Fula coverage is needed at all times.
property

During Fire Prevention Week- pehlir-raindeal People 'AM
pledge their re-operation in redstg the greatest losses due
is preventable causes l'be will Weer& every nook and ear ner of their properties to eliminati.ah Inwards likely to cause
firee

Frazee & Melugin
"It Does Make a Difference Who
Your Insurance"

Writes

Let-us Make you an.estimate -for that new
home you hrive been wanting.

To be given away Saturday, Dec. 12

Why Pay Rent and Have No Return?

BEADTIFUL 2-PIECE
LIVING ROOM
SUITE
and
4-Piece WALNUT FINISH BED ROOM
SUITE
on display at Craws Furniture Store
Get complete details •
frhm us

With the 'present plan of National- Housing we can fhow'whf it TA cheaper to build and
save,rent ... and, with the same rhoney too.
The FHA is cooperating with' all,"so-noW
is thellme to build, remodel, repair and have
the best of comfort for the coming winttr,
your own home.
Free estimates and advice. Come in -and
talk over your building plans for • remodeling or repairing.

let us

Murray_ Lumber Co.

"Everything to Build Anything"
'
262
Phone

FIRST FLOOB,(1ATLIN
Telephone 3:11

4.t

-- .,,r,rr,.,ep,w,,,,K•

•••••••••
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Comfort is a Matter of
Preparation

Depot Street

1

NP.

•

40%.1

•
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'Help Prevent Fires

h.

Out
Collect

CHIEF CAUSES
OF FIRES

aurt has
atual InCarroll
he morts insured
iner. Thefecovery
aused by
and the
ides thet
.he mort:onditions

Strictly Preventable
- Causes
•
...111L•cdieb, Smoking Defective Chimneys and Flues
Stoves, Furnaces, Boilers and Their
.Pipes
Petroleum and Its Products
Hot Aidies and Coals, Open Fires
Open Lights
Ignition of Hot Grease, Tar, Wax,
Asphalt, etc.
Gas, Natural and Artificial
Rubbish and Litter
Fireworks, Firecrackers, etc.

provision
a mortnation "of
is to be
ntnen
the :#4 - .
y insured
appointed
s recover-

Partly Preventable
Causes

IRCUIT
fS

Unknown Ceases, (Probably Largely Preventable)
Exposure (Including
ConflagraU010)
Misuse of 'Electricity
Spontaneous Combustion
Lightning, Rodded and Not Bedded
Sparks From Machinery
Sparks From ConibusUon
Miscellaneous Known Causes
Incendiarism
Explosions

•

,

:mona will
pe Methee
South. be11, at 2
Rucker of
; them for
ike this a
of Christ.
'. C.

By Rubene Roberts

IN °RHEA OF IMPORTANCE

J

lay leader
ill deliver
-n M. E.
Lay mornmember
be presicome.
I especial?Mire cirsement of
Saturday,
You will
.ng. It is

Faxon School News

It Pays to Read the Classifieds
-

thing he gets his hands on, Jana
Brandon.
Thie promises to be one of the
best plays ot the year. Your sides
will ache from laughing with Pete.
but your eyes will moisten with
Jeers of sympathy for Mrs. Lee and
You eta afford to make a
sacrifice to see this play. A small
admission will be charged.

Everyone is looking forward to
the fair that will be held October
16. All the students are trying to
do .their part in helping the teachers for}he fair.
The catalogue's are heing_printed, to be distributed 'later. We
are expecting all the • schools in
the district to take part in the
fair.
A play entitled, "The Girl In the
Fur Coat," will be presented Friday night of the fair, October 16.
Mr. Walston will direct the play.
The characters are as follows:
Nifty Nan, a vaudeville queen,
Hilda Colson.
Mrs. Lee, mother of Bob, Rubene
Roberts.
Hettie Lee, sister of Bob, Imogene Farris.
Maggie Nails, Pete's sweetheart.
_
Ola Mae Kirks.
Mrs. T. Nails, ?doggie's mother.
Nannie Burkeen.,
Mrs. Roger Dereake,
Robbie Williams.
Silas Lee, Bob's lather, Hobert
Rosa
Bob ,Lee, the .husband of Nifty
Nan, Rex Falwell.
Roger Rereake. a tourist from
the city, Wirson Gantt.
-Pete Denny, Lee's lured Man,
Aden Williams.
Judge Maynard, a tight fisted
fellow, who tries to get every

A FIRE IS EXPENSIVE EDUCATION!
Profit by Others' Costly Experience
Fire always breaks out at the most unexpected

and.inopportune time. Oftaltddring the night or
when the home is vacant when little or nothing
can be saved.INSURANCE WILL SAVE EVERYTHING.
Unless you are covered with sufficient fire- rfiyou art at
surance to protect yourself against loss unforseen)
the thercy -of tlietountless (many tithes
causes of fire. Why run this risk? We can give
you insurance that will protect your savings . ..
give you a chance to start anew if fire should destroy anything you own. We write fire insurance
for buildings, household goods, automobiles . . .
and we'ro always ready to serve.

county
Virginia 1r.-an.
MI-ii
health nurse, was here Wednesday
afternoon, and vaccinated most of
the student body.
The six weeks test will begin this
week. All the scholars are anxious for the week to be over,
although we hope to make good
grades.
Miss Keel is back with us this
week. We are very glad to kern
that her mother is improving. Hattie Mae Maupin and Ernestine
Ahart are back with us again this
morning, after being out over a
long period of _Mater

INSURE IN SUM INSURANCE
,
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Join In Fire PREVENTION!
Do

Not Permit These Fire Hazards:—
Poor Wiring ... Faulty Furnace Connectiohs . ..
Time-eaten Drains and Gutters... Stove Pipes Un-

insulated.

gutters stopped with leaves are FIRE
HAZARDS. Let US replade 'them with new Rustproof enduring metal.
Old and rust-eaten furnace and stove pipes are
among the moAt dangerf•-'re hazardo-. Let_ tis
check your furnace, pipes
and flues for the winter
service.

iat-

CE

I N-

many fires. Let us
Pour wiring has resulte'd in many,
approvii4
check and rewire to meet.with insurance
—

D.
trcet

Whereas it has been called to
my attention of the work being
done nationally during the fire prevention week and whereas the
cause is one of the most important confronting the property owner_frorn an economical standpoint
both Veen fire losses and fire insurance rates and whereas this
Section of the state pays one of
the highest fire insurance rates
in this section of the country, and
whereas it would be profitable to
observe the stipuations of fire
prevention week at all, times, I
proclaim the week of October
prevention
4-10 inclusive, fire
week, and ask that all citizens do
their titrgoet . to conform - to the
purpose of this nationally observed week.
Thanking you.
W. S. Swann, Mayor,

Third and Fourth Grade News
Sue Roberts has been ill for a
number of days. We hope etie wM
soon be able to attend school again.
The fourth grade boys have finished the frame work for the
roaronctio_ stage- The girls are at

R. H. FALWELL & COMPANY

-pairs
win-

•_

•
. Sports
Faxon won its third victory in
softball asking Kirksey, Friday,
September 25, by a score of 11-2.
The Cardinals list only one game.
Williams pitched for Faxon and
struck out three Kirksey batters.
In the first inning Story was
thrown out at first base, Adams
the second batter up, got on with
a single,, and the third batter hit
for a single. Faxon then came
across with three scores 'in their
half on a single by Folwell, an
error, a three bagger by Brandon
and the puteut of Ragsdale. Faxon scored three more runs in the
third, one in the fourth, two in the
fifth, and two in the sixth. Kirksey's runs came in the second and
fourth frames.
- -The lineups follow:
Faxon:—Falwell, as: Barnett, If;
Brandon, cf; Gantt. 3b; Ragsdale,
rf; Ross, abe---K- -Thenmsoin
Thompson, lb; Burkeen, c; Williams, p. Kirksey:—Story, c; Adamf.-111; Marine, 2b; Dixon, as;
Copeland, sf: Rogers. 3b; Pierce,
cf; Washer, p; Billington, cf; Pool,
rf; Wilson, rf.
The Faxon softball team will go
to Almo October 2 for their next
game.
Friday before the Kirksey game.
the Pottertown grade boys played
the Faxon grade boys, and were
defeated by a score of 9-8 in eight
.uanings.
•
First and Second Grade News
The second grade boys have
almost completed their log house.
They are beginning to work on
some Chairs.
The first grade is still working
on their toy shops. Those making
the honor roll for first month are
as follows:
First grade: Glen Roberts. Ronald Thompson, Betty Roberts, Merline Dyer.
Second grade: Martha Evelyn
Morris, and Martha Evelyn Jones.

All Kinds of Insurance—

of

This week is'set aside to emphasize the
importance a-guarding against fire. Do yam
part to prevent loss of life and property. Then
Hardin
:the
played
'boys)
and
(girls
not
has
:oral
of entertainment
as always, follow these precautions for grea*
Notice to Citizens of The
boys and girls here Wednesday,
been decided yet
'September 23. The Kirksey boys safety:
Murray, Kentucky
Were defeated 7-4. . The Kirksey
F. F, A. Notes
Extinguish. matches before throwis*
lineup was as follows:

ANY TYPE OF WORK:
,WE GIVE ESTIMATES ON
Plumbing : Heating : Wiring

. H. VANDEVELDE & CO.
North Fifth Street

Phone 435

away,

This chapter began its work this
New Wagner, p; Meredith Story,
year with a meeting September 8
c; J. B. Wilson, lb; Wilson Marine,
and elected its officers for the year. 2b; Pat Rogers. 3b; -Lyman Dixon,
From all indications its work ss; Novice Copeland, sfi Cotten
pronoses to be good and success- Billington...cf; J. G. Poole, If; Jimful. The officers elected' were: my Plercel rf.
Prescient, - Wilson - Maxisie;Lypresident, James Pierce; treasurer, -new Washer. J.
Eldon Tucker; secretary, Joe Jones; man Dixon, and Pat . Rogers
Farm Watch Dog, Taz Ezell; re- brought in the scores for Kirksey.
•3181,,,girla, proved to be more sucporter. J. G. Poole.
cessful for Kirksey,since the score Babe Jones: Edna Mae Roberts, fast as can be; we have only ?loci
An initiation meelang was held was 11-6, in our favor. °OstendEames Morris, Luna Elkins,-.-Mrs. five during- the last week.
September 22 to instate the fresing plays were made- by Hontas Hattie Ragedale, Wilma CarrawaY, - The shelves in Mrs. Roberts'
men to the degree of "green
Johnson.
Copeland. •Hilda • Mae
airPlailic
room are covered
McChu...e.
hands." 'the following boys were .Filizabeth Lawson -and .-Evelyn D. and, Mrs. Ola
and boats ,that could almost By
The schoot -chose out sIderi a
taken into the club; John Brewer, VaschalL •
and.sail.
week or two ago. Wayne Dyer and
Howard Armstrong, Swift ldcNab,
The' Kirksey girls' lineup was as
Several members joined the 4-H
'Wilson Gantt were leaders. The
ys Holladd, Ralph Gingles, Ralph
follows:
Club Friday. Margaret Roberrt,
names of the- literary societies are
Billington. Charles Martin, Boyce
Elizabeth Lawson, p; Hilda- Mae
joined. The
The from the -sixth-grade,
Wilsonian and .._Sionarele.
Edwards, and Meredith Story.
Johnston, c; Evelyn D. 'Paschall.
are going to make tea towelS,
girls
two
a
give
purchased
to
Wilsoniarts are going
The chapter has
lb; Hontas Copeland, 2b; Dorothy
the first- meeting.
chapel program in the near future.
pigs to raise, which they hope to Nell Stark,
3b; Imogene Dulaney',
The first month kw ended Very
able le. sell chafterrias.
1st Sue- Marine- at-easy.
e nave been-"dreigr TTIMEW
re-organized a Future Farmhave
work on'the bodies frir the dolls.
The Coldwater boys also. came
things.
The officers are as different_..ciaaeree,_
Honor Roll
Both 'grades have made some inWednesday to play the seiiiiTh-Mirr
oudents _.121KL.14g
follows: Wilson Gantt, YoresWrIT:
The following pupils in the pri- eighth grade boys
teresting things with clay.
of Kirksey. The
pictures made today,
mary room are on the Honor Roll score was 10-6 in .favor of Cold- Rex Falval,-vice-preradene. Aden
The Faxen softball team was dn.
Williams, secretary; James' Branfor the first month of school:
water.
feated by Concord last wednesday,
treasurer; Wayne Dyer, redon,
First grade: Ted Wilson, James
The boys went to Faxon Friday
September 16. Faxon played Kffle,.;
porter; Talmadge Buriceen," watch
Jones, Bonnie Lee Hale, George to play and were defeated 11-2.
sey here Friday, -September 25.
Bobby
Cochran,
dog.
Dunn, Charles
The girls' team has a game
Bagwell,
. The Faxon Future Farmer ChapGene Burchett, Charles
By Frank Scarborough
scheduled Wednesday. September
ter went to Aurore September_ 30
Gov. A. B. Chandler of Ken- Evan Suiter, June Reed, Doris 30, with the Coldwater girls.
to help organize a chapter at that
tucky has declared the week of Ann Pool, and Clarice Palmer.
place.
October fourth "Parent-Teachers
Attendance Good
Notes
Week", and will issue! a proclamaAttendance in each department
First` and Second Grade
The Wayne P. Sewell play, "Cu- for the first month was as follows:
tion to that effect soon.
Pref. Paul Johnston. one of Gil
Members of the first grade are
The purpose of "Parent-Teachers pid-Uu-To-Date,'.' which was given
Miss Palmer's room. 98.08 pee
'faculWeek' is: to bring to the attention last Saturday night. proved to be cent; Mrs. Darnell's room. 99 per still working on a toy shop. They new members of the conege
ty, will teach chemistry in
of the public in general, the aims a success. A large crowd attended. ceht; Mr. Riley's room, 98 per cent; made chairs last week.
The second grade has completed place of his father, Prof. R. itc
Galen Gough, the world famous seventh and eighth grades, 95.7
and purposes of the Parent-Teacher organization; to bring into closer strong man, was here Saturday per cent; high: school, 9343 :per most of its health posters, and has Johnston. who is working on 1118
doctor's degree at Indians Univerite
started on booklets.
relation the home and the school; night. September 19. Many were cent.
We are very glad to have Sudie ity.
to hold special meetings, ;empha- present to witness his feats of
Nell COlson and Charlotte Holland 'Prof. Paul Johnston Is a gradsizing the needs of the home, strength.
uate of Murray State College. He
back in school.
school and community as they-rereceived his MA. degree_atAndiane
The seniors received their class
late to child welfare; and to give
Professor Johnston
University.
Third and Fourth Grades
By L. V. Ross
an opportunity to every patron of rings last week. Are they proud!
Murray ' High
We are beginning the seeend/ Clifton and Jennie Ruth Pogue -graduated from
the school- and community to be4. new student, T. R. Jones. en- month of school. Everybody ik were enrolled in the third grade School. He will continue his teachcome a member of this great orlast week; they are from Feb ing duties in Murray while his
ganized parenthood of America, tered in the tenth grade last week. taking a good interest.
'father is doing graduate work.
Miss Hattie Mae Maupin will school In Graves county.
which is such a mighty force in the
Clay Modeling and making of
Christine Jones and Robbie Hurt soon start bark to school. She has
establishment of worthier homes,
:g Hall 4-H club members 18
better schools and finer communi- were visitors at school laSt week. been out on account of a sprained objects in wood have been the art
ackcasUe county have learned six
We think maybe Miss problems for the third and fourth
ankle.
ties.
new ways to cook eggs.
A tennis 'court has been fixed Ernestine Ahart's little sister is re- grades for the past week.
Hazel Parent-Teachers Association will observe "Parent-Teacher behind the -school building and covering from infantile paralysis,
Rec nit farm improvement work
Fifth and Sixth Grades
several of the ;pupils have been and Ernestine may soon return to
Week."
-school.
Our attendeiice is holding out in Hickman county includes 80
The Home &enemies Club met playing at recess and noon.
We have lately had several visit- well this week.. Only one person acres terrac 4.. 2.555 tons of limeTuesday. September 29, from 10:00
stone placed on land and 946 tons
ors among which were Alvis Col- was absent Friday.
Softball Games
to 10:30 a. m., and gave the followTests have been popping up as of limestur.a. ordered.
Both of Kirksey's softball teams son, Junior Vance, Keys Wells.
ing program:

-

.

Do not use inflammable substances
cleaning.
Buril _rubbish, put out camp fires, keep
all matches away from children.,
It's a patriotic obligation!

Hazel High To Mark
P.T.A. Week Oct. 4

Professor's Son
Added to Stag:art

Faxon School News

Ii

SOU.
Devotional Exercises, Leola Er.

Discussion of Fabrics and Color
Schema, Virginia Miller,
Diecussion Of Fall Fashions, Eva
Stubblefield.
'Jokes and News of Home F.c
Club, Sybil Simmons.
Song.
A business meeting was held to
decide en a stunt to be given on
"stunt night."
October 3 will be "stunt night"
at the Hazel high auditorium with
each grade being. required to put
on a . stunt lasting about 10 minutes in length. A large audience is
expected to- witness these humorous feats. There will be no admission charge.
Today's chapel Rrpgram'was entirely Attorthwhite with the Rev.
W.Teynolds of Felton-le devotional exercises''and a brilliant
entertainment conducted by the
primary rooms.
_ —
Visitors Attending were: Mrs.
Clete Paschall, the Rev. K. G.
Dunn. and Mr. 011ie Mayer.
Concord visited the Hazel diem,.
ond Friday afternoon- engaging theHazel ten in a rousing 7-inning
game. with Concord triumphing in
-probably their most dearly-won
"game of the season. The final acore
w
let
e..B.azel reatieseseetielised
R. Harinon;
:
ff.
ndon. C. Lamb,
F. Scarbrough, J. P
E. ticks.
John, A. B. Tucker, and Duran Edwards. QUI' -lext,
and. last game we have,. safieduled
.is with
Grove. Friptay,
The H zel,
also played the
Concord
who won by the
score of
I*
Mr. ames has a °traced that
basketball practice wi
week. We trope to have a st
team than in the past.

4

PREVENT FIRE
SAVE FUEL!
Have Greater
Comfort
in Winter or Summer
with

J.-M. Asbestos Insulation and Siding!

D.-

,Johns-Manville Asbestos Roofing, Sidirig, Rock Wool Insulation anrAgbestQa
Flexboard not-only save-filer -dbsts by preventing heat from escaping from your
home in winter, and make your'home or- business house cooler in summer, by keeping out the sun's fierce rays, but also their use in construction LESSENS FIRE HAZ'ARDS rribre than you ever dr,.....m„ed and LOWERS INSURANCE COSTS.
"

LE cio-mposition shingles prevent one of the

Kirksey School News
most common menac
Campfire Girls Club Meets
- -The Campfire Girls Club met
September 28 and elected the following officers: President. Evelyn
Paschall; vice-president, Elizabeth
Lawson; secretary-treasurer, Kathleen Meyers.
The topic for discussion ti,
month is "Health:" TrItIrlartarrying out this program, the girls
divided into three-re-1v to play
softball to get the necessary 'exercise required: The names and .captains.for each,team are:• "Blazers",
Hon t a s Copeland: ."Roataters".1
Elizabeth Lawson; "Wiuers", Evelyn Paschall.
The "Blazers" were defeated WI
the "Roasters" this morning. September 741, by a score- of 5 to 3.!
The winners will meet. the "Wizzers" tomorrow. At the end of the,
softball season the team winning
most games will be entertained.

.0,2sx!! fires-ignittenCfrom the roof.

Fires spread in homes by
walls---this is preventetrty rock
blow torch.

Through'blank spaces in the
which you,cannot burn with a

Come in and Talk to us About Building Plans
See us about tickets on the Free Chevrolet to be given away,
just before Christmas.

Headquarters for
Home
Improvements

Calloway County Lumber Co.
Incorporated

'PHONE 73

EITP-212-21E1WErajar2.

MURRAY, KY.
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fACE

100th Year of Cotton Buying for
Currier Family; Market Here Is 5c

church is .notieed and the presence
of an infrequent attendant? Friendship has lost this year'two regular
attendants. Mrs, Dell Holland and
Mrs. Adella Phelps. Both were
say-nothing women, but their presence is surely missed by all. Their
influence will live after them.
-Alf.

Faxon Facts

The soybein crop In Harlan
Fifteen purebred registered rams
were placed in Henderson county connty is above the average, reports County Agent Gray H. Wil•
.
last month.
lianis1Lis„...
Since May 20, Mrs. Selvy JacThe indebtedness on the terracf
obs -Of Henderson county has sold
has
$82 worth of vegetables on the curb ing outfit In Graves county
been reduced from $3,100 to $1,700.
market.

Angsther -gentle rain, and we are
to ue g n ne d at thantful that it was not an equinoxial tornado, revived tbi few
. Expecting to gin approximately
Murray this year: The record was
twice as many bales as las-t year,it two years ago "when almost 1.100 late vegetables that had survived.
the Murray Cotton Co. is going' bales were turned out.
and relieved water haulers a
while.
t011 blast at ,its gireon - -South.
Fourth street. Chas. P. Currier,1
Farmers have begun tneir fall
year-markthis
that
Manager. said
breaking and the .discing for wheat.
his'i
of
y
ad the 100th anniversar
In the face of heartbreaking disapfamily in the cotton business.
pointments of nature and of the
seed
The Training Center under the
.Five cents is being paid for
nations, they go patiently to work
past
the
school
our
in
Visitors
direction of Miss Elaine Ahart,
tenon this year and that price has I
on another year's crop. Small "inand
Jones
Toy
Mrs.
were,
gave an exhibit Saturday afterevaded virtually _..all the time•40 week
farfners are the salt of
Vera Reed and Mary Ople dependent"
noon from 2-4 o'clock at the sewfence Mr. Currier, began receiving, Misses
and the backbone of our
earth
the
have
to
glad
always
are
ing room. One hundred twentyDO September 3. The price last ;Jones. We
disintegration of the
The
nation.
invite
and
our school
five Visitors viewed the project._
vear_was around, four and a half ,visitors •in
_foreign...market hip Alia
paTIOSEr-nr-come
cents and Mr. Currier est:well to4TheA complete .nursery was on disa'foreign crop. in the Spanbaced
gin twice as many bales as last , they' can.
the straw
play. It included a large doll
very busy rsh revolution, is about
been
has
school
Our
oft
frost
killing
year when the
the camel back of this
dressed in a complete outfit, made
preparations to enter the to break
October 6 seriously curtailed the 'making
To sell or not to - sell
by members of the Training Cenat Almo October 2 and 3. In cotintry.,
fair
trop,
ter. A baby crib covered with
livestock is the question. Stock
repwill„be
we
contest
spelling
.
'the
Na*Mr. ,eurrier's grandfather
and with
sheet, pillow cases, blanket and
-is low and feed is high,
.
by,"
Hughes Culver. stythaniel Currier. opened for busi- resented
quilt were. on display together
the heart out of the tobacco marsixth
Culver,
Doris
grade;
enth
''-fiess in the c.-:ton game at Paris, •
with all the other things' for a
ket and with a short crop, how
grade;
fifth
kitiunsey,
'Julia
grade.
Tenn.. in the fall of ig3g. His ''
...
can one possibly get around? Seeds
grade.
fourth
Jr..
Culver
Orem
tither. John T. Currier. followed and
CRAWand high. At prevailing
scarce
are
JOAN
starring.
HUSSY."
kitchen was shown
S
A
modern
GORGEOU
-THE
the
for
from
ives
scene
A
list of representat
La the business and Mr., Currier The
the farmer who is not- a FORD. ROBERT TAYLOR and LIONEL BARRYMORE. It will be on with curtains, luncheon cloth, napjumping will be com- prices to
and
races
course.
FRIDAY.
and
Y
business
THURSDA
same
milk* took the
the Capitol Theatre screen next.
dairy man, a cow, an average
kins, aprons, and pot holders made
pleted by next Tuesday. ,
herself. The
./Ohn T. Cutrier still operates the
his crop at mar- tteir three children. Paducah, spent from blue checked gingham crossbeen er. will not feed
take
has
who
to
Waldrop,
promised
Naoma
and
Paris
at
Ourrier Cotton Co.
with her ed stitched in black and white
- fanner cannot get rich on a
ket prices refused early in the a few days last week
because of illnessin heLi little
last year he and his son here gin- absent
1-117fleat crop of , say.,ten acres. even season to give him 3c per pound; parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Bran- thread.
today.
in
back
schbol
was
family
.,
of
ned exabtly the same number
Mrs. Pearl
if he could make the bumper
All types of garments were
heca use,he could get Tentlesillee don, and with his sister,
Wed - yield-or This year of ten-to- tveetve culls at less than 3c. Late0i
Who' Is -recovering shown including Women's dresses,
d
local
Good
cotof
acre.
per
bales
500
bushels
ately
:Approxim
d t-.47"112/1*
'
' Cimaine
Read th.
gladly condescended to accept the from a recent operation.
undergarmentk sleeping gerrtients,
_— will be $1.50 acre: rent one-third delivery of the remainder ot the -- Miss Irene Brandon went Satur- shirts, sheets and pillow cases.
seed$72.20;
fertilizer,
shopsome
A of the crop;
crop at his door at Sc. arid he Im- day to,, Pachicah to do
ing. 50c: binding. 61.00 per acre; mediately sold it a Sc. Thp•farrn- iffng and--'to 'Visit her sister, Mrs.
milling
'Tuesday,
threshing, 1'per bushel:
er's city cousins, themselves coun- Arthur Skinner Until
more than one-third; . glen the try bred. -thought him a stingy when she goes id' resume her
Miss:
wholesaler and retailer win require
We are expressing our sincere
cuss • that he, should pass their school near Belmont,
25 per cent each. How much will house on his business without leavMr. and Mrs. Edgar Blaney, An- thanks to our many friends and
the fanner' have left for his labor ing an ample supply of crisp heads. na, Ill., spent last week-end with relatives for their love and kindof preparing seedbed and for help- he had so many, but he got, no her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Novice ness to us in our sad bereavement,
ing in binding and threshing and thanks for the several he did give, Wells.
the passing of our precious little
for his big threshing dinner and because he was so "stingy".
• Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tucker son. Boyd Gilbert. We appreciate
of
risk
the
for
and
Marketing
for
Farmers are not expecting much visited Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dyer the - floral offerings and thank the
crop failure' .How much' I am
Clinic-Hospital ,staff, doctors and
aid from the direct ciroutli relief, Sunday.
familiar
those
as
g,
not exaggeratin
and, in fact, those with a shred of
Cousin is spending this nurses, and also the special nurse,
beloved
A
Sorghum
know.
with conditions
independence, and they are legon., week in our home. Maybe she will Mrs. Oliver; the Gilber-Doran
molasses, for a paying (Top. is do not want direct relief, for they
love and
help fill the gap left by our. Funeral home for their
been
fully as bad, or so has it
kindness. also Bro. R. F. Gregory
seen the servile belly-craw- mother's absence.
have
proved .to us in an experience of ling often necessary, and they deMay
Sunday Eld. L. H. Pogue preach- for his words of sympathy.
five or,six years.
cry that growing class of drones ed a good and unusual sermon on this same love and kindness be
This summer I visited in the who would not help a work- the 73rd Psalm. A large and ap- shown all of you in your time of
home of a 'truck, driver of wes- thronged neighbor for love nor preciative congregation attended. sorrow is our prayer.-Mis mama
tern Kentucky, a man living on money. -- 1- do not intimate -that, Among the visitors -were: Mrs. L. and daddy, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
the outskirts of a town of, 12,000 farmers are not being benefffted. H. Pogue and Lester, Mr. and Mrs. McClain.
14,004 _people. _and _within 15
of the -ways is in tSng Walter Tucker, Mr. and Mrs. Hermiles of a city. He made $200 on the ".I do not choose to worlgut man Holland and children of Topart of an acre of cabbage. ' But I do choose to eaters". The aver- bacco, and from Murray. Mr. and
that is only part of the Story. He age farmer knows it is a difficult Mrs. John Carraway, Mr. T. A.
bought and set and cultivated 10.- way but he prefers the chance: as Phelpsz Walter Smith, and Miss
HOTEL IRVIN COBB
000 plants. part of them on a hill the English have it, to "muddle Pearl Evans.
Kentucky
side and part in the valley. Less through."
Paducah
Mr. and Mrs. V. B. Folwell were
than half were marketable. because
The, exodus-to commercial cen- hosts to an after-church Sunday
.
had
'he drouth. The dealer who
I
ten promises to reach pre-depres- dinner last Sunday. There were
Besides those 33 dinner guests and several aftersion proportions.
5.
recently noted in this calumn, one- noon callers. Mrs. Folweil prethird of the graduates of 1935 and pared alone the bounteful and deof 1936 have gone. It is reported licious repast. There were four
that Orvel Walker: of the class of large cakes. two of them her fam'35. and Alvin Wililams are going ous white angel foods. When questo Detroit this Week to try their tioned about the work invdblved,
fortunes. We shall be sorry to she said she did not mind it; she
have them leave but we wish them said she would have been at some?
sort of hard work anyway, and
success.
Mx. and MrS. Fred Osbron, that she•had rather' cook as to do
Evansville, Ind.-- were guests of farm work.
Did you ever think that the abMrs. Gracie Terri Sunday.
• Mr...and Mrs. Arthur Skinner and sence of a regular attendant at

Training Center
Nursery Display

Brooks Chapel School
News

•••
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TURROLATOR ACTION
AUTOMATIC WRINGER
QUIET

GEAR

DRIVE

Until the introduction of the
,
new EASY
Torbolator washing action, no washer with
complete tub- thru washing
ciff•ctivonses had over sold
for less than $100. But now
you can own this new EASY,
enjoy ths advantages of

•

Cart! of Thanks

We are pleased to announce that

•
•

_MRS. TREVA HARDIN

formerly ready to wear buyer for the
E. Guthrie Company

• is now a partner in and-invites her Catloway county friends to call on
her at the

ii

a

Johnson - Fain Appliance C

IRVIN_COMI SHOP'

Li

it

DON'T WAIT..

HAVE YOUR
FURNACE
CLEANED

GET YOUR CAR READY
FOR WINTER NOW!'
Surnmgr is going-fast :Fall and. _
its coot Weather, then winter and its
coIcrtyeath-e-y, will be here before yo-u
know it.; Wisenuitorists are already;
having" their cars checked. You're
next!
D-X, lighter oils and greases are
now in season. Have yours,. changed
now.
Wash and grease that car. Then
Ad failing to start these coo) mornings.

It, will save you coal motley and give much
sfaction. Completely equipped 'with mamore snti—
-chine for a thorough job.

TIN WORK

odem Business Efficiency
makes the wheels go 'round? PowWHAT
er? Men? Markets? All play an impor-

any

tant part... but back of each separate factor
lies the most important of them all ... capital.

All kinds of tin work—have your drains and
gutters and flue connections repaired and replaced before real winter sets in.
When it can be made-out of tin; we can make
it accordifig to your plans.

Providing this necessary factor in modern business has become a specialized function, and from it has grown the business of
bankin4 as we know it today. And t_oday's
good bank must do more than accumulate
and provide capital. It interests must be as
varied as those of its clients., its viewpoint as
broad.

of all kinds. Get our price on • installing
equipment or any alteration or repair-VVOrk.

We Can Likely Save You Money

Complete Battery Service
Auto Accessories at lowest
prices
D-X Lubricating Motor Fuel
The Superior Tire by Choice

J. B. FARRIS
PHONE 377

NORTH FOURTH

have been so proved!
People of Calloway CoiiiIty have Proved
,
thit GENER
. ALS are Thefr hoiceOur users are our heal'. a‘dvertisers. Ask, any
driver how his GENERALS-areserving him and he
will tell- you 'they- have no comparison. - The•-non.skid grip tire has no equal: Everyone admits that
GENERAL Tires are THE .BEST TIRES, yet we
are offering them at the_same 'price Of lesser quality tires.

Super - Service Station
OF

Jackson Purchase Oil-Co.
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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THE BEST TRADITIONS,OF
THE 01.:D KENTUCKY
.

•HOME

-_

are ever observed, in the Servjce, Comfort
and convenience of the ' 'L

KENTUCKY
I-I0T E -IL
LouisviJle!s Newest and Up-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates
Write TURNER MILAM, Ass't. Manager
ions
for Reservat
g
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This bank has served business and industry in this community, serving always with
progress in mind. In the continued expansion
of the individual firms served by it is re-:\
flected the progress of this institution.
•
Deposits and resources have increased virtually a
quarter of a million dollars each since the first of the year.

'baix‘k
Wants Your Business and Will Take Good
Care of It

